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Introduction and Summary. 
The aim of this paper is to make a series of comparisons 
of the Departments of Chemistry in the more prominent Educational 
Institutions of this country. After some study of the question, 
it was seen that among the Universities and Colleges there are 
two fairly distinct groups. The first of these contains thirty-
five schools, and includes practically all. the large institutions, 
(i.e. those with enrollments of over 2,000) and a few of the 
smaller schools which by their strength of faculty and resourses 
or because of their location, hold a prominent place in the 
teaching of Chemistry. The second group includes seventy-one 
of the smaller Universities and Colleges. Other sub-ordinate groups 
are the Agricultural Colleges, the Women's Colleges and the Trade 
Sohools. These were chosen so as to be as widely representative 
as possible. However only a few of the very small Colleges, 
those with enrollments of under four hundred are included in the list. 
In securing the data various sourses of information were 
consulted. The location and enrollment of the schools was 
taken from the Worlds Almanac of lgil } the number and degrees 
of the faculties and the charaoter of the courses of study were 
taken from the latest available catalogs of the institutions. 
These are kept on file in the offioe of the Chancellor of the 
University, and access to their use was kindly granted. The 
lists of text books used in general, analytical, organic, and 
physical chemistry and their laboratories were secured from the 
various schools during the spring of 1Q12, by sending out to 
the various departments of chemistry, letters containing blanks 
for the insertion of the information sought. Answers to 
something more than half of these were received , and the data 
listed. The names of the text books used in some nine or ten 
other schools were gained from their catalogues. Finally the 
lists of authors, publishers, and costs of the various tests 
were compiled by reference to the tezt itself when found in the 
library of the chemistry department of the university. The 
data for those not found there were compiled from the trade 
lists of the various publishing houses which are kept on file 
in the General Library of the University. 
In our lists of schools of the first class, we find only 
four with enrollment under one thousand : they are Amherst, 
Johns Hopkins, North Carolina, and Louisiana. Of the others 
eleven are between one and two thousand in enrollment, seven 
between two and three thousand, three between three and four 
thousand, three between four and five thousand , and seven of 
over five thousand in enrollment. 
Among these sohools the smallest number of courses presented 
in the catalogues are at Amherst and Johns Hopkins, with twelve 
each. 
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li In any *mh olattifioatlon of aohool** thara ar® m hard and 
faat linMj to hara wo find by rafariag it our Xlata of tahooli 
of tha ttoond a la* a that aoat of than h w l&ttad w s than 
twanty aourtat, notably th® tfniworaitia* «f Mainti Lahlgh* 
Jprkantat, mud Colorado* Tha dlritioa w&a madt In thit cue 
btoauaa of tha ttr^nfth af ill® faanltlatj thoa* of tha tmallar 
tohoolt baing auparior* Aaharat hat four Profaatora* and 
Johna Hopklnt, aawanf thill Arkanaaa hat only two, Colorado 
ona* J*ahigh two, and ttalna ona* ihtvlsf thai in proportion 
to tilt nwbar tf ttwdtntt tha taaahing fortat tf tha latter 
art oontldarabXy anallar. ' Thara balng m ©atlly arailabla 
tturaa tf datarainiag tha mtmbor tf pupllt taking ohaniatry* 
thaaa flgoraa may in tost® oatet ba unjutt* In the Collage 
tf tha City tf H w York, no graduata work It ( l m f to tha 
institution it th® taooad olatt* Another 
inatana® It ftorttavaatarn Uniiraraltyt which with lit larga 
total anrollmant hat la itt Artt aonraa only 1,020 ttudenta. 
Sinoa thit inquiry hat primarily it do with ttudaatt in 
Oollagaa tf &ibaral Artt and Stianoat* with ttudaatt Majoring 
In Ohanittry, and with Ohtsltal fnginaart , tha Pacultiaa 
and oturttt In Madiainaf Agrioultura* Pharaaoy* and Katallurgy 
haw® baan axoludad thruout, thut plating tht tthttlt upon 
a falrtr batlt for tht aonparlttn tf tht tturtat in thtnittry* 
Tha largaat nunbar of tourtat tffarad It at Qhlaagt whart 
tinty-aix art lit tads Thit thould probably bo reduoad to 
forty-four baaauaa tf 0hlaaga*« tonawhat paouliar nathad tf 
dividing tha tohool yaar into throe t m i Intttad Into tha 
nana! two ttuattara* Columbia oonat nttet with ai*ty-twa 
and flomtll* Of taurtt in that® larga tohoolt the aaoont tf 
raaaarah work it alattt unlimited at far at aqulpatnt it aanaarnad 
yat on th® tthar hand tht tturtat tf farad and nalntalnad aaah 
yaar art a fairly gotd awldanaa of tha prattnot of ada^uata 
taaahing fort® and aqulpnant. 
At to total taaahing faro® taunting Prafatttrt* Xnttruotortf 
and Attiitanit, Cornell rankt firat with ftrty-tnt, Mataaahuaettt 
Institute af Technology tootnd with thirty weight* and Tala third with twenty-eight« 
In tearthlng for a gotd ttandard ftr tenparlttm af tha 
aeheola ataerdiag to thair faoultitt, It toon btaaaa aridant 
that a aomparltan of tha total faaultiat wat tntiraly unjutt* 
It would giwa a tohool lika Oomtll with itt fat frtfattort and 
whan* tha faaultiaa ara nmtarlaally waakar but of highar ardar* 
Aftar aaaa dalibaratlon it wma daaidad to aount aaah Full 
Frofatttr fourt aaah Atataiata frofattar throo, aaah Atalttant 
Profattor twot and aath Xnttruator ana* and ntt to ttunt tha 
nnnbtr of Attittantt in Mking thit at«tparlton# 
Thit giwat Kataaahuaattt Inttituta Xnatltnt® of Taahnologj 
firtt flat® with fifty-ana pointtf Oolunbla taoand nith forty, 
Wltoontin 
fourth 
with thirty-taoi Miahigan tlgth with twantyais* Pittaburg 
and Cnntat tartnth with twanty-flTa* —* 
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It is widest that a uusorioaJL comparison of th© strength 
of th© faculties, such as this does mi take into consideration 
th© important question of tha relative efficiency of th© 
different facilities, and upon this factor , we hav® a® asossa 
to reliable data. 
A sectional comparison of th© sohools shews the last with 
a total of 355 points or dividing by the number of schools, 
fourteen, an average efficiency of t«eaty-fourf; tha Central 
stale* with 290 points and fifteen schools have an average 
of nintaen points 1 the Western with 40 points and thre>» 
sshsels, an average of sixteen* the Southern with 42 points 
and three schools an average of fourteen points. Showing 
that the schools of the Dast cose first 9 with those of the 
Central States second, then these sf the West and South* 
Of th© faculties of these schools 62 % of the total 
excluding th* Assistants hold the factors Degree, 18 % 
the Masters, and 17 % the Bachelors. Of the 
total faculties of 313, 30% are Professors, S t Associate 
Professors. 22 % Assistant Professors, and 40 % Instructors. 
76 % of the Professors, 91 % of the Associate Professors, 
73 1 sf the Assistant Professors, 33 £ si the Ins trustors held 
the Bostors Degree. 
An examination sf the courses sf study shew* several Methods 
of grouping the subjects as (a) Inorganic and General Chemistry, 
Analytic,'.!, Organis, and Physical1 (b) Lecture and Laboratory, 
(9) Primarily for tJndergraduat.es,and Per Undergraduates an4 
Graduates, and Por Graduates.s (d) Foundation Courses in 
Chemistry, General and Physical Cheaistry* Analytical sad 
Applied Chemistry, Organic Chemistry. 
Only one or two sohools make an attempt ts duplicate the 
work each semester. Sons work by the individual plan , 
the pupils making as many hours work ov»r a minimum as 
they wish and have the tins and ability. In a few 
schools the laboratory wo*k is considered as separate courses 
and need not be taken at the same time as the corresponding 
•lass rooa work. 
Because of their differsnse in en trans s requirements the 
schools nay be divided into five classes(1) those that give 
full half year credit for secondary school chemistry, (2) 
those schools where the pupils with credit carry a parallel 
•curse with fewer hours during the first y*er#(3) th*s* 
•her* he 1* giv*n an advanced course but without advanced 
credit, (4) where no recognition is given to entrance 
Chemistry, (5) In a very few schools preparatory •hsmiatry 
is a prerequisite as entrance or*dit. 
The usual course in elementary chemistry •*n*i*ts of 
recitations, lecture*, demonstrations, and laboratory morkr 
sn an average of f*ur hours laboratory and two !••tares 
per week tharuout the year. The advanced inorganic •hsmictry 
•&th Chemistry X or High School shsmiatry as a prerequisite 
usually requires three hours l**tur* and tlx hours laboratory 
thruout th* y«ar* Various «hort*r and advanesd courses are 
offer** la incrgaais chsmistry. 
b 
33*8 work in Qualitative Analysis usual ly 1* ens hour 
recitation and four hours laboratory thruout the year* Wot 
much advanced work in Qualitative Analysis i* siren, Special 
Courses in Spactro, and If ior©-Chemical Analysis are found in 
a f«* schools, and also a few maintain shorter courses for 
special groups of students. Tha work in Quantitative 
Analysis* after tho introductory course In simple salts, is 
tha moot varied of any of tha ©curses; some courses offering 
as many ao 125 hours credit. Tho olomontary course osnsisto 
usually of one hour conference and five two-hour laboratory 
periods par yaar* 
-Elementary, and Advanced Organic Chemistry and Organic 
Preparations are tha courses practically universally offered* 
Stony special oouro«s are found , depending upon the needs of the 
localities in which tha schools ere situated, ao for instance 
the study of Read Oils and Tar at Washington State University, 
and tha study of Sugar and Cotton Sscd Oil at Tulane. 
Physical chemistry Is not taught in many sf ths smaller 
schools. In all it io closely allied with Inorganic Chsmistry 
and forms a favorite field of research* A reading knowledge 
of French and Carman is tha usual requisite for advanced work. 
Special couroos in Chemistry include the ssmiaars and 
alu% meetinys, tha various ecureoo in Teshnslcgy, Pact cry 
Maaagment, Visits ts Industrial Plants, courses in History 
of Cfesttiotry, Olass Blowing, Photography, Photo-la graving, 
Dyaiafi Chamleal Hasards, and Teachers Training* 
The next part af our di sous a ion deals with the smaller 
and tha special schools. 
Of a total of 122 Profeoooro la tha 71 smaller eonoelc 
listed, 77 held tha Doctors Degree, an average of cone 65 t$ 
which i* about 10% lower than in tha larger sohools. 
Tho courses af study in tha smaller schsols give usually 
seme eight or ton ccursos which include tha Hemes tary General 
Chsmistry, Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis, and Organic 
Chemistry. There io uoually some opportunity of doing 
Graduate or research work* 
Chsmistry Courses in tha best Womaas Colleges arc 
stronger than those in many small colleges. 2n Agricultural 
and Trade Schools tho work lo aiacteatary, and always in 
tho form of applied chemistry. Tha sohools of tho Army and 
Havy teaoh only ona year of Chemletry. Tusoogao offoro no 
Olioalotry. 
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The text beaks of General Chemistry, where there io an 
elementary and am advanced course are usually HcPharcon 
and Henderson far the elementary course, and Smith* College 
text tor the advanced. In the laboratory work nearly all 
the schools nee their earn teste. Smith and Sale i* used 
in thirteen scheelof the text of V. A, Heyea it the 
meet popular la Qualitative Analysis, and that ef Talbot in 
Quantitative Analysis. Kemeea Is the prefered text la 
Organic Chemistry, ml tho Cohen i» a elose second. Gatternaans 
laboratory text in Organic Chemistry io alweet universally need* 
The seme Is true of 'talker and Pindlay In Physical Ohemiotry 
and laboratory, but to a less degree, Many sohools use the 
texts of their own Professors in one or more slaeoeo, and 
others use the Library fteferenes Plan. Harvard is a good 
example of the latter. 
In an inquiry into the character of the requirement* in 
Chemistry for the entrance to the various Medical School® 
disclosed the fact that there ore ao uniforrs requirements • 
The average is about one y e w of College Chemistry. 
feme data ware aloe gathered as to the requirements for 
the Vaster and Doctors Degrees in the various schools. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
g 
9 
10 
n 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
H IS 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2S 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
S ohoels of the First Class* 
Name Location EnrollmentCourse Faculty a a ft 
Amherst Amherst Mass 502 12 4 0 
w 
4 
Armour Inst.'Tech Chicago 111 1,400 20 4 1 5 
California Berkeley Gal 3,450 40 5 7 12 
Carnegie Tech Pittsburg Pa 2,224 26 2 3 5 
Chicago Chicago 111 6,007 66 5 16 21 
Cincinnati Cincinnati 0 1,337 35 4 7 11 
Columbia Manh*n Boro N T 7,4^3 62 10 13 23 
Cornell Ithaca N T 5,194 45 6 35 41 
George Washington Washington D 0 l*3S7 24 7 1 s 
Harvard Cambridge Mass 4,046 35 5 10 15 
Illinois Urbana 111 5,096 55 9 7 16 
Indiana Bloomington Ind 2,103 32 5 6 11 
Iowa State Coll. Ames Iowa 1,650 30 4 S 12 
Iowa Iowa City Iowa 2,352 54 3 6 9 
Johns Hopkins Baltimore Md 7S5 12 7 4 11 
Kansas Lawrence Kans 2,500 45 7 10 17 
Leland Stanford Stanford U. Cal 1,617 22# 5 12 17 
Lousiana Baton Rouge La 620 24 3 2 5 
Mass.Inst*' Tech. Boston Mass l,4& 44 16 22 3S 
Michi?an Ann Arbor Mich 5,3^3 49 7 lS 25 
Minnesota Minneapolis Minn 5,369 32# 5 13 lS 
Missouri Columbia Mo 2,903 2S 3 10 13 
New York New Tork City 4,040 25 3 3 6 
North Carolina Chapel Hill N C S21 26 5 g 13 
Ohio Columbus Ohio 1,597 40 6 7 13 
Pennsylvania Phila* Penn 5,343 20 § 7 7 14 
Penn* State Coll* State Coll* Penn. 1,557 44 6 9 15 
Pittsburg Pittsburg Pa 1,369 24 9 6 15 
Princeton Princeton N J 1,400 27 4 6 11 
Purdue Lafayette Ind 1,867 23 5 9 14 
Syracuse Syracuse N T 3,300 29 5 3 S 
Tulane New Orleans La 2,469 15 4 3 7 
Washington Seattle Wash 2,156 27 3 4 7 
Wisconsin Madison Wise 4,500 44 5 6 11 
Tale New Haven Ct 3,287 42 12 16 2S 
In the preparation of this table and the following, 
three things have been taken into consideration, namely, the 
total enrollment, the number of courses outlined, and the strength 
of the Faculty* The data were derired from these sources, 
the total enrollment from the Worlds Almanac of I5H1 the Faculty 
and Courses of Study from the latest available Catalogue of the 
Institution* Under Faculty, (A) includes Professors and 
Adjunct, Associate, and Assistant Professors, while( B) in-
cludes Instructors, Assistant Instructors,Laboratory Assistants, 
and Demonstrators* In both lists, Faculties of Medicine, 
Agriculture, Pharmacy, and Metallurgy hare been excluded* 
List (C) is the sum of the other two* (#) indicates that 
Courses in the Graduate School are not listed* 
Comparison of the Schools* 9 
In making a comparison of the schools s>s to their efficiency, 
th® enrollment, tho siae and oharacter of th® faculties, th® 
equipment and apparatus for teaohing , th® character of th® 
courses offered, and to a certain extent at least, the spirit 
and reputation of the school , weuld have to be considered. 
In considering th® varieua departments of chemistry, the 
else and character of th® faculties, and of the courses offered, 
are essential. Tor the ether elements ,altho of no less impor-
tance, mill in a general way correspond* A school with a 
large faculty of high character must necessarily hare a large 
enrollment and superior equiprent. 
Sefering to the table of schools of the first class, we 
find that Chicago lists 66 courses, Colombia 62, Illinois 55, 
Iowa 54, Michigan 49, Tal® 48, Cornell and Kansas 45, a nd 
Mass. Tech. 44* 
As to faculty Mass* Tech. gives fifteen Professors, Tale 
twelve, Columbia ten, Illinois sight, Pittsburg sight, 
Cornell gives thirty-fiv® Instructors and Assistants, Mass* 
Tooh* twenty-one. Tale eighteen, Michigan sixteen, Columbia 
thirteen, Minnesota thirteen. In total faculties Cornell 
has forty-one, Mass* Tech. thirty-six, Tale thirty, Michigan 
twenty-four, Columbia twenty-three, Chicago twenty, Kansas 
ninteen, Harvard and Minnesota eighteen. 
Estimating each Professor as four points, each Associate 
Professor as three, each Assistant Prcfesscr as two, and 
each Instructor as one, Mass* Tech. stands first with fifty* 
one points, Columbia second with forty, Wisconsin third with 
thirty-five, then follow , Tale , Illinois, Michigan , and 
Kansas• 
Of tha thirty-five schools fifteen are ?astern, fourteen 
central, three western and three southern. 
The Eastern schools are , Anherst, Carnegie Tech*, 
Columbia, Cornell, Geo. Waehington, Harvard, Johns Hopkins, 
Mass* Tech., Hew Tork, Pennsylvania, P®nn. Stat® College, 
Pittsburg, Princeton, Syracuse, and Tale. Th® Central 
are Armour, Chicago, Cincinnati, Illinois, Indiana, leva 
State College, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, 
Purdue, and Wisconsin* The Western, California, 
leland Stanford, and Washington. The Southern are 
loueiana, Worth Carolina , and Tulane* 
Tli® Eastern schools headed by Mass. Tech., Tale , Colombia, 
and Cornell are first, with the Central ashaele, Wisconsin, 
Michigan, Chicago, Illinois, Kansas, and Minnesota a eleee 
second. The sohools ef the West and South era dletinetly 
inferior. 
The avarage enrollment ef th®a® sohools la. 2,%|6, the \ 
average number of ccurs®e offered 39, the average number af 
Professors six, number of Instructors and Assistants six,and 
average faculty fifteen. 
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Inetitutione Listed according to Size 
of the Faculties. 
A B c D Weig 
1 Mass* Inst, of Tech. 6 1 s s 51 
2 Colum bin S 1 5 7 40 
3 Wisconsin 5 0 5 9 55 
4 Tale 4 0 7 2 52 
5 Illinois 4 0 4 S 52 
6 Michigan 3 0 4 6 26 
7 Kansas 2 2 5 5 25 
8 Pittsburg 2 0 6 5 25 
9 Cornell 4 0 0 S 24 
10 Johns Hopkins 3 5 0 2 23 
u Leland Stanford 5 0 1 1 23 
12 Penn* State 1 1 4 s 23 
13 Pennsylvania 1 0 4 10 22 
14 Minnesota 2 0 5 s 22 
15 Ohio 4 1 0 2 21 
lb Chicago 3 0 2 4 20 
H George Washington 2 0 s 0 20 IS Harvard 3 0 2 4 20 
19 Princeton 4 0 0 2 US 
20 Purdue 5 1 1 1 IS 
21 North Carolina 2 3 0 1 lS 
22 Iowa State 1 1 1 S 17 
23 Tulane 5 1 0 1 16 
24 Indiana 2 1 2 0 15 
25 Amherst 2 2 0 0 14 26 California 1 0 5 0 14 
27 Missouri 5 0 0 2 14 
2g Syracuse 2 1 1 1 14 29 Armour 2 1 0 1 12 
30 Cincinnati 1 1 2 1 12 
31 Iowa 1 0 2 4 12 
32 Washington 1 1 1 2 11 
33 New York 1 1 1 0 3 
34 Carnegie 1 0 1 5 9 
35 Louis Irona 1 0 2 0 g 
In this table as in the succeeding ones, Faculties 
of Agriculture, Medicine, Metallurgy, and Pharmacy hare 
been excluded. Column (A) is the number of Professors 
and a Talus of four was given to each in counting efficiencies. 
Column (B) is that of Associate Professors, with a value 
of three, Column (C) Assistant Professors with a value of (2), 
Column (D) ,Instructors with value of ona. 
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ftaeultiee «1 9flk9«^ $! the first 0 « M | 
includes,Prefea*ar», Aseeeiate, ft Assistant Prsfeesers. 
Harris, Elijah Pe&dook Ph.D. 
•Mel*, Elliott Snell Ph.D. 
Howard Voters Ph.D. 
Anwtr Xnstitote of Teehnslesy, 
BoOftmatki Horry *M» 
"Freud, dea|oaitt Sell B#8# 
•Gill, Kugene Edward Ffe«D* 
Lewie, Gilbert K* FhfD. 
Green, franklin Theodore Ph.G* 
Wendsell, Williaa Theodore Ph«D« 
*Blasdale, falter Charles Ph#D« 
*Diddle, Hoary 0ha3aero Ph«D* 
'Iherrill, HiXeo i* Ph*D« 
K i r p w , WilliConger Ph.D» 
•Oettrell, Frederick G. Ph»D. 
'Boothy Edward Ph.B* 
Qaraegie Institute ef Veafcnelegy, 
leasee, Joseph SU Ph.D. 
*»UX, Herbert P. Ph.D. 
Emeritus 
Xnerganie 
Quel* ft Organic 
Engineering 
Organic 
General 
Inorganic 
Bnerltui 
Aealjtlsal 
Organic 
Phyaioal 
Teachers 
Qualitative 
Ohieafe, 
Cincinnati, 
Heft, lite Olric Ph.D. 
fltieglitn, Julius Ph.D* 
ttoOoy, Herbert Hewhy, Ph#D. 
Wensiee, Alan W«0, PtwD» 
*8cfeleeinger, Semen Irving Ph.D. 
Jones, Lander Williaa Ph.D. 
*frp, lorry Shipley Ph.D. 
•Ooettaoh, Henry Has Ph*D. 
*Telaan, Richard 0, Ph.D. 
Oelunhia, 
Chandler, Charles P« Ph«D. 
Bcgert, Kara ton Taylor I&.D. 
Morgan, J. Livingston Rutgers 
Sharaiin, Henry 0, Ph.D. 
Whltaker, MUten 0* M*3« 
Smith, Alexander Ph.D. 
•Tucker, Banucl A» Ph«B. 
•Ketsger, Fleyft J» Ph.D. 
* Beano, Sol Truefma Pfc.D. 
Ph.D. 
trfait il 
IwiltHml 
Phyeleal 
Inorganic 
Inartanlo 
Organic 
Xnerg&nie 
Industrial 
Phys* ft Quent. 
Baoritus 
Organic 
Phyoloal 
£loctro*> 
Cornell. 
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Dennis, Louis Monroe B.S* Xaorgtuni© 
Omdorff, Wlllisa Ridgely PH.D. Organic 
Bancroft, Wilder Dwight Ph.D. Physical 
Chawet, Steilc Menain Ph*D« Sanitary 
Browne, Arthur Wesley Ph.D* Inorganic 
George Washington, 
Uunroe, Charles Edward Ph.D. 
dark, Frank Wigglesworth Ph.D* 
•Hopkins, Kevll Monroe Ph.D. 
•Hill, Edwin Alston Ph*D* 
•McNeil, Hiraw Celver Ph*D» 
*fteeet, Otis Do* M.S. 
•Pries, Thoisaw Saloon Ph.D. 
General 
Reeeoroh 
Stores* 
Physical 
Quel, ft Organic 
Harvard. 
Jackson, Charles Loring A.M. 
Sanger, Charles flobert Ph*D« 
Ttiehardc, Theodore Williaa Ph.D. 
•Baxter, gregory Paul Ph#D* 
Inorganic 
Qualitative 
Phyelcal 
Quantitative 
Illinois, 
Indiana, 
If eyes, Williaa Albert Ph.D. 
Parr, Sonne! Wilson M.S. 
Bar tec , Edward Ph.D. 
•Curtice, Richard Sidney Ph.D. 
•Balke, Clarence Williams ph D. 
•Washburn, Edward Wight Ph.D. 
•MeParland, David Ph*D* 
Lyons, Robert Edward Ph*D* 
Davie, Louie Shsraon Ph.D. 
"Brown, Oliver W* A«M. 
•Mathers, Prank Curry Ph*D* 
•May, Clarence Earl Ph.D. 
Iowa State College, 
Bennett, Albert Allen M.S. 
"Plaoeway, Lola Anne B.S. 
"Coover, Winifred Forrest 
•fowler, Chester Charles B.S. 
Iowa, 
Johns Hopkins, 
Technological 
Analysis 
Organic 
Inorganic 
Physical 
General 
Inorganic 
Qualitative 
Quant, ft Physical 
Advanced Inorganic. 
Organic 
Reckweod, Elbert Williams Ph.D* 
•Earslake, Williaa J* Ph.D. 
*Pearce, fence Wewton Ph.D* 
Reason, Ira Ph.D. 
Morse, Barmen Werthep Ph.D. 
•Acres, Bclsaan Parley Pb»B. 
•Gilpin, Jeeeph Elliott Ph.B* 
•Levelace, Benjamin Pranklia Ph.D. 
"Holland, Williaa WCct, Ph.B* 
Xaerg. ft Poedo 
Quant.A Organic 
Physical 
Analytical 
Physical 
Kansas, 
Bailey, Sdgar H.S. Ph.D. 
Gady, Hamilton Perkins Ph.D. 
"Bushong, Francis William So.D. 
"Dains, Prank Burnett Ph.D. 
•Jackson, Henry Louis B.S. 
•Young, Clifford Candy A.B. 
•Allen, Herman Camp A.M. 
Leland Stanford ,Jr., 
Stillman, John Uaxeon Ph.D. 
Lenox, Lionel Remond Ph.B. 
Franklin, Edward Curtis Ph.D. 
Young, Stewart Woodford B.S» 
•Mitchell, John Pearoe Ph.D. 
Swain, Robert Eckles, Ph.D. 
Louisiana, 
Coatcs, Charles 3. Ph.D. 
•Menville, Raoul L. B.S. 
•Odell, Allan P. D.Sc. 
Mass. Inst, of Tech. 
Talbot,Henry P. Ph.D. 
Noyec, Arthur A. Ph.D. 
Pope, Thomas E. A.M. 
Walker, William H. Ph.D. 
Pay, Henry Ph.D. 
Gill, Augustus H. Ph.D. 
Whitney, Willis R. Ph.D. 
"Moore, P. Jewett Ph.D. 
*Bardwell, Fred L. B.S. 
'Thorp, Frank H. Ph.D. 
•Milliken, 3amuel P. Ph.D. 
•Sherrill, Miles £ . Ph.D. 
•Woodman, Alpheue G. S.B. • 
•Blanohard, Arthur A. Ph.D. 
*Spear, Sllinwood B. Ph.D. 
•Lewis, Warren E. Ph.D. 
Michigan, 
Johnson, Otis Coe A.M. 
Campbell, Edward DeMille B.S. 
Gomberg, Moses So.D. 
Bigelow, 3. Lawrence Ph.D. 
•Lichty, Da-rid MartAn Ph.D. 
*Hale, William Jay Ph.D. 
•Smeaton, William Gibb A.B. 
Minnesota, 
Frankforter, George B. Ph.B. 
Sidenar , Charles F. B.S. 
•Nicholcon, Edward E. M.A. 
•Harding, Everhart P. Ph.D. 
•Derby, Ira H. B.S. 
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General 
Inorganic ft Qual. 
Industrial 
Organic 
Foods 
Water Analysis 
Quantitative 
Gen. ft Organic 
Qualitative 
Organic 
Phyeioal 
Gen.a Inorganic 
Organic 
General ft Sugar 
Organic 
Qual. & Physical 
Inorg. ft Anal. 
Theoretical 
Inorganic 
Industrial 
Analytical 
Technical Anal. 
Research 
Organic 
Inorganic 
Industrial 
Organic Research 
Theoretical 
Food Analist 
Inorganic 
Inorganic 
Industrial 
Qualitative 
Analist 
Organic 
General ft Physical 
General 
General 
General 
Organic 
Quantitative 
Qualitative 
Physical 
Kisesurl, 
Snr York, 
Ohio, 
fnii|iYuift| 
Brown, Williaa George Ph.D. 
Calvert, Sidney A.M. 
Sohlundt, Herman Ph.D* 
lamb, Arthur B • Ph.B* 
•Hill, Arthur IS. Ph.B* 
'llsntsi, John P. So.D* 
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Technology 
Organic 
Physical 
General 
General ft Anal. 
Berth Carolina, 
Venerable, Francis Preeten Ph.D. 
Herts, Charles Holmes Ph.D* 
•Wheeler, Alvin Sawyer Ph.D. 
•Bell, James llunnln Ph.D. 
•Sail, Robert Andersen Ph.D. 
Herten, Sydney Augustus Ph.B. 
MePhereen, William Ph.D. 
Henderson, William Bdwards Ph.D, 
Peulke, Charles Williaa B.A. 
"Bvenc, William lleyd Ph.D. 
"Withrew, James Renciek, Ph.D. 
Smith, Idgar P. Ph.D. 
'Shlnn, Been X>. Ph.B* 
•Taggart, Walter T* Ph*D* 
•SeOutchesn, Thomas p. Ph.D, 
Gen* A Induet. 
Organle 
Physical 
Skcritus 
Oen* ft Phyeieal 
Quantitative 
Inerganie 
?ice-Provest 
Peansylrania State College, 
Pend, George Gilbert Ph.D. 
"Churchill, Jesse Brlggs B.S. 
*Keith, Walter J* Ph.B. 
•|*egef Victor L. B.i. 
•fetter, P a d 0* M.A. 
Fred J. U.S. 
Pitteburg, 
Duncan,Robert Kennedy A.B. 
Phillipe, Francis Clifford Ph.D* 
Kehman, Henry Adelph Ph.D. 
'Hoffman, Sharlee 
fh .D. 
•Pratt, tester Albert U.S. 
* Sohcles, Samuel Ray Ph.B. 
•Shively, Robert Bex B.S. 
•Vegt, Olaranee Charles Ph.D. 
Induetrial 
Organic 
Quantitative 
Physical 
Qualitative 
Induetrial 
Organic ft Anal. 
Organic 
Quel* ft feci 
'Organic 
Qualitative 
Incrg. ft Phyeicel 
Princeton, 
PUT'lttC, 
iyraouee, 
Washington, 
Wisconsin, 
Yale* 
UoCay, 3>rey Wile* 0* ao* 
Ifeher, SVed A*M* 
Hulett, t^orge Augustce Ph.D* 
Po ater, H U l w Pb*D« 
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Quantitative 
Organic 
Physical 
General & Q u i . 
Srane, Peroj Korton, Ph*D* 
Pelfer, Ikrry Crolghton *'»8. 
Runeo®, Jw.e» Horvoy Ph.D. 
•Wokin, Edw»nrd G> Ph.D* 
*?nidleto&, Arthur Ecnwiok Ph.D* 
Chaw. Lab* 
'Engineering 
Oanaril 
Pattee, IVnoat Stable M*S* 
Steith, Henry Mowsouth 
"Cooper| HojpfcOU Charles Ph.D* 
•Archibald, *1>en H# Ph*D» 
•Brunnel, Reg*r Sreftoric Ph.S. 
Oreanlc 
Oenoral 
Phyclcul 
Quantitative 
Organic 
Caldwell, John WllXieaoon, 
Wilkinson* Lsvl Washington y* So* 
Hero , Ann ffcnaoBib 
•Caldwell, Benjanln Palrer Ph*D* 
Byere| Horace 0* Ph*D* 
*Beaoe«| Henry Kreltser Ph«B 
'P.oee, Robert fveetafleff Ph*D* 
Dualells, w* W» 8e*S* 
Fischer, Ricfeardi Ph.D. 
Kablaaberg, lowle f* Ph.D* 
leaker, V* Ph.D. 
"Keelker, Willia® Ps1 sderlek Ph.D* 
"Walton, Jnrea Henri Jr* Ph.D* 
Org* Quaat»ftXad* 
General 
Reaeercb 
Organic 
ttlvter, wiXXioa Gilbert t'.A. 
Welle, Horace t«»ueX 6o*D« 
Bclteocd, Bertrwa Berden, Ph*D* 
Oooch, Prank Austin Ph*D* 
*w»lde«t, Percy Talbot Pfc#0# 
•Focte, Hurry Ward Ph*D* 
*Johnson, Treat Beedln Pfc#D* 
*Dcun, Arthur Lynan Ph.D. 
•Johne, Carl Osnar Ph.t). 
•Browning, Philip Ibtbury Ph.D. 
•Van llaac, Ralph Gibbe Ph.D* 
13.ea.ft Phya, 
Analytical 
Radio-
Physical 
Organic 
Industrial 
Qrgnaic 
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Prefe»4er« and their Degreec, 
Tear ,Ph.D. Sc« %|J.D. K . A . B«A» B*8« B.Ph.Tot 
Inheret 11 2 • • • 4» • cm 2 
Amour 12 — - 1 m 1 -m 2 
California 10 <*• m ' - m m • 1 X 
Carnegie 11 1 1 
Chicago 12 3 3 
Cincinnati 12 1 * - • m * • 1 
Columbia 12 5 m m 1 m • 
Cornell XI 3 » <m - * X «e> 4 
Oeo» Wajihinirtei » 12 1 1 - - • • oa 2 
Barourd 12 2 • 1 • - • eic 5 
Illinolc 10 3 <* • «ft 1 •9* 4 
Indian* 11 2 * - • • » m 2 
Team State 12 m • • 1 ee • 1 
Xema 12 * •Or • - «e • • X 
Johns Hopkins 12 5 3 
Saneas 12 2 • mm • • e* 2 
Island Stanford i 11 3 ' * m 00 m 1 1 5 
Louisiana 12 1 m m m m «• m 1 
T»Oh% 10 5 m - 1 m m m 6 
11 1 1 • • m m 1 » 3 
tflnncficta 11 1 MM - • as mr 1 - 2 
Missouri 12 2 e* 1 a» m - - 3 
Wee York 12 1 * «e - • * * 1 
B« Carolina 12 2 m m CM m • - 2 
Ohio 11 i - m «a 1 • - 4 
Pena* Si^te 12 2 - <m m * •• » 2 
PenncylvuJi^u 31 1 1 
Pittaburg 12 2 « m m m < * 2 
Princeton 11 2 1 •m 1 urn «#> • 4 
Purdue 12 2 or mm 1 m • 3 
Syracuse 12 1 * * e» m 1 • «» m- 2 
Tulane 11 em 1 1 1 - • • 3 
Washington 12 X m - » HO- 1 
Viceonein 11 3 1 ee me s*s» 1 » 5 
Tale 11 2 1 1 1 m • < * 4 
Of the 92 Profe*Bor*t JO Or Jr> t held the Doctors 
Degree, 15 or 14 I the Hatter** and ^ or ^ the Baehelcre* 
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Aaaoeiate jmd Adjunct Proieeuors 
and th«lr iSegreea, 
Tear Pu,D. So.D.M* M*8. JS.A* 0,3, B,A, B.Ph.Total 
Amherst 11 
Amour 12 I * . * 
California 10 
Carnegie 11 0' 
Ohieage 12 - * - - •' • * 0 
Cincinnati 12 ' - I 
ColiMbia 12 
Cornell H * . . * • 0 
Geo, Washington 12 r o 
Harvard 1.. « . • » « . _ 0 
Illinois 10 - - - - - - - . 0 
Tniiana 11 < 1 > * » » * 1 
Jew* 12 0 
Tew* State 12 
John* Hophlns 12 3 • - • «*. • 3 
r*n«aa 12 1 1 • • • 2 
I.el and Stamford 11 • • - - ' - • - - O 
I w i i i u M 12 
»»M* last* 10 1 I 
ttfteMjnn 11 - -
*innee«ta U 0 
Vissour1 12 - 0 
Nee Tort 12 1 I 
W, Carolina 1? 3 * . . - . , . . 3 
Ohio 11 
Pennsylvania 11 • 0 
Penn* State 12 
Pittsburg 12 „ , * . 
Princeton 11 * • * . « . » • # • Q 
Purdue 12 1 . 1 
Syracuse 12 1 
Telane 11 
Wmshinrten 12 1 1 
Wisconsin 11 • - • • • • - • - 0 
Tale 11 *» • ** •* •* m m • 0 
Only seventeen schools ef the thirty-five have 
Prefessere ef this rank* Of the twenty-three Aseeolete 
Prefeeeere enly t»o held ether Degrees then that of Beeter* 
IT 
Assistant Profeasors and their Oagrees. 
Amherst 
Tear 
11 
Ph.D. 3c. D.H.P. M.A. if.e. B.A. B.8. B»ph 
Armour 12 mm 
California 10 4 _ mm 1 
Carnegie 11 1 •M» _ _ 
* > 
Chicago 1? 2 •we e* 
Cincinnati 12 2 _ 
Columbia 12 2 mm •a 1 
Cornell 11 _ mm m 
Geo. Washington 12 4 — 1 ^ 1 mm Harvard 12 1 „ 1 m 
Illinois 10 4 a* „ _ \ mm mm 
Indian a 11 2 MB * mk Urn 
Iowa State 12 m m m m . 1 Iowa 12 1 «» mt 1 •Hm 
Johns Hopkins 12 9* a» m «» _ ^ 
Kansas 12 Mb ea a* 1 1 1 
laland Stanford 11 mm 1 s» _ mm 
Louisiana 12 mm 1 mm «a 1 
Mass* Tech. 10 6 „ _ e» m 2 
Miohegan U 3 • m 1 m 
Minnesota. 11 1 * 1 •a 1 
Missouri 12 mm m 'OP 
Hew York 12 1 mm mm _ 
V* Carolina 12 m w *•> • «•*• s» 
Ohio 11 m W> fw 
Pena. Stats 12 1 • 1 1 1 
PexwsjlTonia 11 4 mm a* <s» «fc mm 
Pittsburg 12 3 mm ee 1 2 m 
Princeton 11 «e» m * mm 
Purdue 12 1 as ee * 
Sjracuss 12 1 mm » m m 
Tulane 11 * mm <* 
Washington 12 1 mB 
Wisconsin 11 3 m „ • m Tale 11 T - •to - m * * 
0 
0 
5 
X 
2 
2 
3 
6 
2 
4 
s 
1 
2 
0 
5 
1 
2 
S 
4 
3 
1 
0 
0 
4 
a 
0 
i 
x 
0 
I 
3 
T 
Of the 79 Assistant Professors 58 held the Doctors 
Degree, 9 the Masters, .nd 12 the Bachelors. Nino School* 
hare no Professors of this Rank* 
ig 
1 
Inetructore and their Degrees. 
Year Ph.D. Ss.D.W.D. M.A. M.S. B.A. B.S. B.Ph.Tetal 
Anherst U - - - - - - - - O 
Anrour 12 - - - - 1 - 1 
California 10 - - - - - - - - 0 
Carnegie 11 
Chicago 12 
Cincinnati 12 1 - - - - - - - 1 
Columbia 12 6 - - 1 - - - -
Cornell 1 1 2 - - 2 - 3 1 -
Gec. Waehingten 12 
Harvard 12 5 - - 1 4 
Illlnoic 10 
Indiana 11 
Iowa State 13 • - - - - • 5 * ® 
Iowa 12 l - - - l - - * 4 
lohne Hopkins 12 
Kansas 12 
Lultnd Stanford 11 . . - 1 - - - ~ 1 
Louisiana 1? 
Mace. Tech. 10 3 1 - l - - 3 * f 
Michigan 11 4 - 1 1 -
Minnesota 11 • - • 2 4 1 - -
Miateuri 12 2 - - - - 2 
Now York 12 . . - . - - - - 0 
W, Carolina 12 - - - - - - I -
Chic 11 1 - - 1 - - - - 2 
Penn. State 1? 1 2 2 2 1 
Pennsylvania 11 3 - - 3 - ~ 3 - 10 
Pittcburg 12 - - 2 - 1 2 - 5 
Princeton 11 2 - - - - - - - 2 
Purdue 12 . - - 1 - - - - 1 
Syracuse 12 - 1 
Tulane 11 1 - - - 1 
Washington 12 1 - - - 1 - - - 2 
Wisconsin 11 4 - ~ 1 2 - - - - $ 
Tele 11 1 - - - 1 - - - 2 
n* +>,« 124 Instructor. 4? bave the Doctors Degree, 
34 the Masters^ S f * the'Bailors: three have engineering 
degreea and nine have no degree. 
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Suwuury Qt tfco 5«rr«et» of tho F«sulti»*e 
Prof«»«or 
A*oooiat« Prof* 
Auolotaat Prof* 
Xnotruotoro 
Totulii 
Z of • 
Bootor 
TO 
if* 
W*at«r n<s.oh»ler atic;3 near Hone Total 1 
X3 F 1 0 32 30 
1 1 0 0 23 $ 
q j 12 0 0 75 22 
* su . . m k l 
57 r3l 4 3 312 100 
IS IT 1 2 XlW 
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9 w » m ef Study, 
Xa an examination of the oourscs ef several methods *f grouping 
the subjects ore found, 
Cornell, Columbia, and Xowa, group the work as Inorgan!a and 
General, Analytical, Organic, and Physical, 
Loland Stanford as Lseture Oour»»a & Laboratory Courses, 
Chicago, Wisconsin, Harvard, and Oinsinnati as* (a) Primarily 
for Undergraduates» (b) For Undergraduates, and Graduates» (e) 
Primarily for Graduates, 
Michigan and Ohio as, (a) Foundation Courses in Chemistry, (b) 
General and Physical Chemistry, (o) Analytical and Applied flhsmistry, 
and (d) Orgenie Chemistry, 
The following differences in Organisation are unusualt-
At Michigan nearly all the work is dui>lioatei each semester* 
At Bowdoin, nearly all the courses are conducted upon an 
individual plan , with oonfarences, eaoh man making as much time as 
he sees fit beyond the minimum requirement of five hours. 
At Vassar, Laboratory work is required in all courses, but it 
is met sounted towards a degree but is regarded as study. 
At Island Stanford, the pupil enrolls for advanoed and 
spscial courses under (x) giving the name of the Professor under 
whom the work is to be done* 
The' character of the work in Introductory Inorganic Chemistry 
depends, upon whether Preparatory Sohool Chemistry is required, is 
optional, or no eoneideratisn is given it* also upon whether Medical , 
Pharmaceutical, engineering, and Domestic Science Departments are 
connected with the school. Aft * rule pupils specialising la 
shsmistry (Chemicals), have the seme work as Chsmieal Engineers. 
X* regard ts Preparatory Chemistry we can divide the schools 
into five classes!-
(1) Those that give full credit to it* 
At Kansas, a special five hour course is given during the first 
Semester, to which thoss who havo had preparatory chemistry are net 
admitted with credit. 
At Chicago, those without elementary credit take the course thru 
the three quarters of the first year, while those who have entrance credit 
take either one or two quarters , depending upon preparation and ability* 
in exceptional cases Qualitative Analysis being substituted for the 
Second quarters work. 
A similar condition is found at Columbia, Tale , Minnesota, Pittsburg, 
Washington,and Carnegie. 
At Cornell » oredit is given only upon examination. 
At Miehlgaa, advanoed standing in a two hour oourse of lectures and 
recitations is determined by examination during the first msnth* 
(2) This group includes those schools where pupils with High 
Seheel credit carry a parallel course, but one requiring fewer hears, 
during the first year* 
At Lelmod Stanford , such pupils enroll for a two hour instead ef a 
three hoar lecture course* At Zswa they may Ac advanoed werk la Laboratory, 
At Xlliaels, beginners take a five hour introductory eeurse, while 
•ther* take one of four hours. 
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(3) Group three includes those sohools where the pupil 
with entrance credit does the same number of hours advanced work 
but with the same credit. This is true at Iowa altho 
elective. At Harvard such students, "reoeive more 
advanced instruction and have an opportunity to carry on a 
course in inorganic preparations in place of a portion of 
the regular laboratory work." Tale and Mass. Tech. are in-
cluded here. 
(4) Includes those sohools where no recognition is 
given entrance chemistry. Such schools are Princeton, 
Johns Hopkins, Tulane, Ohio, North Carolina, Cincinnati, 
and Wisconsin, altho it is quite possible that some provision 
not mentioned in the prospectus may hold in these sohools. 
(5) This group would include those schools where 
Preparatory Chemistry is an entrance requisite, as at 
Armour and Missouri. California offers elementary 
chemistry only at the summer session. 
The course in Elementary Inorganic Chemistry is usually 
similar to that given in the preparatory school, except that 
it usually requires less time. The course consists of 
recitations, lectures, demonstrations , and laboratory work. 
Armour and California offer no elementary Chemistry in the 
regular term. At Cornell, Princeton, Mass. Tech., 
New York, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, and Wisconsin 
Elementary and advanced are the same or parallel courses. 
Summary of Inorganic(Elementary) Chemistry. 
Chicago, class room 3, laboratory 6 hrs. per week for year. 
Kansas, 5 hrs. rec. lab. & lect. semester,oredit 5 
Leland Stanford, 2 or 3 lect.21ab periods year. 
Michigan, 2 leot,&rec. 2 lab. 1 disouss. year " 8 
Minnesota, 2 lect. 4 hrs. lab. for year " o 
Princeton, Exp. lect. ft Rec. 3 hrs. week year. 
Pittsburg, 1 loot., 1 quiz, « 6 lab. year 8 
Ohio, 1 lect., 1 quiz, ft 6 lab, year 8 
Washington, 2 lect. and 6 hrs, laboratory year 
Tale, 3 rec.,leot.fi lab. 4 1/2 hrs 2/3 year 
In the first College or Advanoed Chemistry the 
requirements are very similar. 
School Prereq. Credits Lect. ft Rec, Lab. 
per term. 
California H.S. 5 3 
Cincinnati Chem.I 3 
Chicago ' H.S. Mj. 3 
Columbia H.S. 3 & 1 
Cornell none 3 3 » 1 
Geo. Washington 3 
Harvard none 2 ft 1 
Illinois Chem.I. 2 
Iowa 3 or 3 1/2 4 or 5 
6 
2-3hr 
6 
2- 2.30 
2-3hr 
2 hrs 
Terms of 
1/2 yr. 
2 inc. Qual. 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
or 2 Quarters 
No lab. 
School Prora^. 
Tew* State 
Johns Hepkine 
Kaneem H.S. 
L.Stanford Ohess.X 
Face. Tech. H.3. 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Ohia 
Hew Terk 
H. Carolina 
Penn,State 
Princeton 
Pittcburg 
Syracuse 
Waahittgtun 
Vlooonoln 
Tela H.S. 
H.S. 
none 
none 
n.s. 
H.S. 
Credit Lect,6 Bee, Laboratory Terac 
3 2 2 
3 6 2 
5 2 3-2hr 1 
5 3 2 2 
2A2 4 2 
3 2 
3 2 4 2 
4 34 1/2 1 * 2hr 2 
3 6 2 
3 2 
6 4 5 2 
3 2 ft 1 1 - 4hr 2 
3 1 & 1 q,ui & 3 3/2 
3 1- 3 hr 1 
4 2 6 hra 2 
2 2 - 2hr 2 
3 4 1/2 5/2 
Other ooureoe in Inorganic Oheifiietry are either 
shorter epeeial ooureeo or eeurees for advanced students and 
Wisconsin offer* a too hour lecture, and tee-tee 
hour laboratory periedo for the year for engineers, and far 
Fharaleo a three hour lector* course. 
At Ohie the B.S. people take a longereauroe than 
A.B. or Ph.B. students. 
Illinois has a short feur hour course for Engineers. 
Michigan one for Hoacepathic Mediolne,Dentistry, A 
Phuraaoy, another for Engineera, 
Xova State has opeoiel ohort eeureea for Bane Beonenioc* 
Agriculturallata, and Veterinary Students. 
Ohioago offore a oeuroe in Insrganio Prepe, where German 
io a prerequisite, and a oeuroe in Advanced Inorganic of lectures 
On Selected Teyios. 
Ocrnell, three eeureea in Advanced Inorganic* a year of 
Or cup Propertied ef the BXeaento* with Hare JZlcnente and Xarthe, 
a years work la Inorganic Prepc. and Rare Sleaeitte Laboratory* 
and a year ef experlaental lectures en eelected topics. 
Ooluhbia offers research work fer the Master and Doctors 
Begreoa in Inorganic 
the Course 1a Qualitative Analysis, 
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Qualitative Analysis usually occupies the first half of 
the second year. If more time is devtted to it there sure usually-
fewer hours per week. 
At Kansas the cturee consists of five hours a week, tire 
recitations and three two-hour laboratory periods thruout one 
semester* 
At Minnesota the course is one recitation and four hours 
laboratory thru the year* 
At California, the laboratory work of the Qualitative 
Analysis la used as an aid in teaching the general inorganic 
chemistry, with which it co-ordinates. 
At Missouri , there is a brief survey of Analytical 
Chemistry, giving the methods ef Qualitative and Quantitative 
Analysis» raquired of students of Agrioulture, but elective 
fcr these In Arts, Foods, Uaononioa, and Medicine. 
Syraoueo, Pennsylvania, and George Washington have 
Short courses for Engineers, 
Leland Stanford, ©«« for Medical Students* 
In Worth Carolina , the course may he taken with 
Chemistry I* 
Armour , offering no beginning Chemistry, makes a 
special review of Inorganic in the course in Qualitative • 
Chicago has a course in elementary spectrum analysis, 
both session and absorption* 
Columbia, Pennsylvania, and Ohio offer a variety of 
courses in Qualitative Analysis, varying from three to tea hours* 
Pittsburg offers Micro-Chemical Analysis* 
Johns Hopkins a course in Graduate Qualitative Analysis* 
The Course in Quantitative Analysis* 
The elnentary course consists usually ef a half year's 
work, of one weekly lecture and five two-hour laboratory periods 
during the second half of the Sophomore year. After the initial 
course in simple salts, the pupil has a wide oheioe of subjects. 
More different lines of werk are offered here than In any other 
branch of Chemistry* 
At Kansas, for instance, the pupil may take *p any eno of 
the following specialties* Cement, Sugoy, Glass, Packing-House, 
Gass, meetro, or Rock Analysis* Water , Fuel, and Peed Analysis 
•re nice given in a variety of forms* 
At Pittsburg we find Microscopical Examination of feeds* 
At X,euisiaa*t Analysis of Pats and Gils , and the 
themistry of Cane Sugar and Its By-Products* 
At Princeton f a special eouree in Methods for Complicated 
Substances. 
At Illinois* Analysis of Paints and Oils* and the Analysis 
Of Glasses and Glaaes. 
Many of the schools have special courses in Chemieal 
to accompany the work In Analysis. 
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The Source 
Many ef the aohoola are placing tho work la elementary organic 
ehemiatry in tha XTndar graduate School, and waking it a prere^uiaite 
for Graduate Study. Th® eeurae at Missouri is a fair type af 
the work la Organic. Xt consists af llenentry Organic , a three 
toour Xsotura and Xaharatory course, Organic Chemietry threa 
hours, lecture, reoitatien, and laboratory, Organic Praps, 
laboratory synthetic chaniatry two or i;hre« eredita, Preparation 
of Organic Compounds and Organic Analysis, three, four or five 
hoursi and Advanced Organic Chaniatry, consisting of leoturee on 
eeXeoted topics, readings , end reports two or three hours credit* 
Xn addition to this there is usually a course in Organic Research. 
The laboratory work in sleaentery organic chemistry consists of 
the preparation ot fro* twenty-five to thirty single organic 
compounds as types • 
California gives a source in ohemiatry of tha Alkaleide 
sad Dye Stuffs. 
Ohio Sterea-Chenistry » a two hour course, 
Organic Ohaaietry of Hitrcgen , two hours, 
Determination of Radicala in Organic Chemistry, a 
two or three hour laboratory course. 
Indiana, Research work in the Alkaloids. 
Many af the sohools give short courses in Organle Ohaaietry, 
especially course* for students af Medicine, and Pharmacy.% Others 
in Xnduatrial Organle , using Thorp as a test. 
Michigan has coursee in Heterocyclic Derivatives, Organic 
fyos, and Organic Syntheels, and Ultimate Aitalyaia. 
Wisconsin in Prcziaate Chemical Analysis, 
Chicago in Organic Ultragen Derivativec. 
The Course in Phyoioal Chsmistry. 
Many ef the aaaller schools and the Agricultural Colleges 
ds not give this subject. Ac vauld be expected it 1c closely 
connected with the oeuree of Oeseral Theoretical Chemistry. The 
ceeend half sf the year is usually devoted to meotro-Choaiotry. 
Indiana gives a ccurse in Storage Batterlee, 
Missouri, and others in Radie Activity, 
Ohio, courses in Chseieel Statiaa and Dyneaioo, Phase 
Rule | and Theory ef 
Syracuse itt Physios- Chemical Analysis. 
Johns Hopkins in Phyeieal Chemical Methods. 
Princeton, in Sigh Temperature Meaeuremente. 
Michigan in Phyc lce-Ohamieal Measurercentc. 
Chicago in Wepeur Prccaure, 
Mace. Tech. in Therne Chemistry, and Chsnleel Xquillbriu*. 
Research eerk in Phyaical Chsmistry la quite usually offered, and 
for all, tha Graduate Scuroee , a reading knowlege ef prcoch and 
German are (eneral prerequlaitco. A very few of the cofcoels 
five chart coursee for Zaginoere end Agricultural etudeete. 
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Practically all the larger schools Rake provision far 
Chemical Seminars, Olub Meeting*, er Reviews of Chemical 
Literature. This work usually takes one period a week 
thruout the year, sometimes with credit but more usually 
without. 
At Indiana the Seminar Is divided by terms into 
Xnorganle, Organic, and XLeotre* 
At Iowa State , Topic Reading is reqtuired of all. 
Chemical Technology is else a quite common oourse. 
Sometimes the Oourse is divided late Organie and Inorganic 
Teohnelegy* Thorp's "Outlines In Industrial Chemistry", 
is In almost universal use. Olesely connected with this 
course are suoh as that at Harvard in Industrial and Teohnleal 
Analysis* Hany of the schools have a Professor in charge 
of the work in Technology, and at Kaneas , and Pittsburg, and 
so«* of the Schools of Technology special departments are 
doweted to this work. These workers are sometimes given the 
position of Assistant Professor in the Department of Chemistry, 
and as at Pittsburg , do some teaching. Another division of 
this work are courses like thoee at Wisconsin In Chemical 
Machines and Appliances , Chemical and Induetrial Manufacture, 
or Iowa State's oourse in Municipal Chemistry* Still others 
arc Courses In Factory Managment and Inspection, given at 
several schools. Sehools suoh as Kansas, Pennsylvania, 
Colorado, Chicago, and others make a specialty of numerous 
visits to Industrial Plants, sometimes as many as twenty er 
twenty-five during the year, and a report is usually required 
with one or two hours oredlt* In some schools these visits 
are required for graduation in Chemistry and a regular oourse 
and itinery followed during the Junior and Senior years. 
The following are the plants visited by the students at 
the Armour Institute of Technology during, the yearj* 
Albert Sohwill Malting Osmpany 
Allls-Chalmers Osmpany 
Armour & Co. Fer til is era, Glue, Glycerine, & Soap forks. 
Barrett Manufacturing Company 
By-Preduoto Ooke Company 
Carter White lead Company 
Chicago Carbonic Company 
Crane Company Malleable Oompany 
Corn Products Company 
Golumbia Tool Steel Coepany 
Grasselli Ohomloal Company 
Great Western Saeltlaf and Refining Company 
Hammond Distilling Oompany 
Heath and Mllllgan Paint Company 
Illinois Steel Company, South Works 
Iroqueic Iron Company, Blast Furnaces 
Matthison Hegler Sine Oompany, La Salle, 111. 
Murphy Varnish Company 
National White lead Works 
Schoenhof en Brewing Osmpany 
Senour Paint Maimfacturlng Oompany 
Shelden-Foster Class Company 
Simoads Saw Company 
Standard Oil Company ,Refinery. 
Universal Gas Company, « Wahl Institute Of Permentclcgy. 
2o 
The following list of Plants and Engineering works are visltad 
by the pupils at the Univereity of Pittsburg each year. 
Phippe Power Plant 
Westiagheueo Machine Company 
Rational Tube Csospony 
Power Plant, Pittsburg Railways Company 
Riter-Oenley Manufacturing Oompany 
Jones S Laugblin Steel Company 
Pressed-Steel Car Company 
Pittsburg & Lake ®rie Bopair Shops 
Pittsburg Water-Filtration Plant 
Fort Pitt Bridge Works 
Beaver Bridge 
Sswiokley Bridge 
Electrically-operated Coal Mines 
Mesta Machine Company 
Westiaghouse Electric S> Manufacturing Company 
Pennsylvania Water Company (Filtration Plant) 
H.J. Hains Plant 
Sewage Disposal Plants of the Allegheny Co. Work Hene# 
Shelby 8tool-Tube Company 
United Engineering & Foundry Co. 
American Bridge Company 
Carnegie Steel Ookpany, Homestead Works 
Universal Portland Cement Company 
United States Government Testing-Laboratories 
MoOllntie- Marshall Construction Company 
Union Switch end Signal Company 
Brunei*a Island Power-Plant 
Another oourse given in the majority of schools is the 
one for teachers, which is Intended as a preparation for the 
teaching of chemistry in the secondary schools. A Course 
in History of Chemistry, usually a two hour source for Graduates 
is also quite common. 
Pittsburg gives a oourse in Laboratory Equipment and 
Supplies. 
Other special ocmroes arc ati-
M issouri, Qiaos Blowing 
Louisiana, Class Blowing and Chemical Technique, 
Harvard, Kansas ,&Mlnnesota, Photography 
Minnesota, Photo -^graving and Throe Color »ork 
Washington, Rend Oils and Tare 
Mass. Tech., Textile Coloring 
George Waohlngton, Explosive Substances 
Maine, Dyeing 
Chicago, Debatable Questions la General Chsmlstrj 
Radio-Activity and Mature of Matter 
Chemistry of Photography 
Armour, Chemical Hasards. 
Several sshools give courses in the Chemistry of Xxplosivea, 
and ef tnflamable cubstanoe s and the Comtroll of fires, 
those courses being found chiefly in the schsols located in 
the larfce Cities. 
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As to research work, tho larger schools give the opportunity 
in all branches of chemistry. However the etr.phasif usually 
depends upon the Professor in charge of the Graduate 7*ork, who 
is generally interested ir sore one subject, as for instance the 
Determination of Atomio heights, 
Tho follorinc are tho subjects of the thesis ef the 
doctorates oonfered in Chemistry at tho various Universities 
for the year 1^12. The list was taken from "Science " of 
August 1J12. 
Chiou^o, 
John Foots Norton, "Simultaneous Reactions in 
Aiaiiie Formation." 
Paul David Potter, "Hy-Srates of Arsenic Peutoxi'^e.,, 
Harlan Loo Trur bull, '"""he Folacul-r Rearrangement of. 
Acid Chlorairldce, and the Ionization of thoir Salts." 
teroy Saeuel Teatfcorby, " Tha 'Silt jEffwcts* of the 
Nitrates and Sulphonates in the Catalysis of Ifeide 
Enters." 
Franklin Lorenzo "fast, "Physic**! and Chemical Properties 
of Organic Amalgams." 
ColuirMa, 
Harry Linn Fisher," Preparation and Properties of 
5-Amino - G rjuinolin- Carfcoxylic Acid and Soae 
Compounds Derived Therefroe'. " 
Kareton Lovoll !!anlin,"7he Prparatlon of the Two 
Derivatives of Glue0sacine, Spigellne, an 
Alkaloid of Spigellia I/aril^ndica, Derivatives 
of 4-Hyiroxy-^-ITitro-Quinazoline." 
Henry Ho»*ri Marvin,"Seleotiva Transmission and the 
Dispersion of Liquid Chlorides." 
Frederick Tilliam Zones, "A New Method, Volumetric, 
for tho Determination of Thoriu* la the Preeenee 
of Other Bare Farths, and its Application to the 
Analysis of Monosite Sand." 
Cornell, 
Hftfflun Camp Allen, *The Reduction of Mitro-bcnzene 
by Means of Ferrous Hydroxide." 
"Cicaiet Francis Hitch, "Tetrachlorfluorsoein and Bone 
ox its Derivatives.* 
George Jackman Sargent,"Electrolytic Chromium;." 
Johns Hopkins, 
Joseph Chandler, "On the Reaction of Thiourazeles and 
Thlourasole Salts. I.A Study of ths Reaction 
between Sodium 1-Phenyl 3 Thisuraacl and 
Ethyl Iodide. II. A Study of 1 , 4 - Dlphenyl 
5- Thioureaole#* 
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Paul Boll Davis, "Conductivity and Wegative Viscosity 
Coefficients of Certain Rubidium and Ammonium 
Salts in Glyoorol, and in Mixtufcee of Glycerol 
with Water from 20 to degrees." 
Pelton Susiuel Beagler, " I, The Detention uni the 
Determination of Minute Quantities of Glycerol. 
II. The Volume ef Weight Normal Cane Sugar 
Solution at Different Temperatures.* 
Henry Otto 3yo3ell, n Tat Detection of tlonnite in 
Alkaline Solution of Copper Sulphate. II. A 
Detonsination of the Valxmo of height JJorBial 
Solution of Cane Suf*ar at 15, 20, 2 30 
Degrees.w 
Julia Pouchy Harrison, " Or. the Reversible Addition 
of Alcohols to Hitrllrtti Catalyzed by Sodium 
Sthylate." 
Samuel Pranois Howurd, ""he Conductivity, Tocptsratu.ro 
Coefficient Of Conductivlty, and Dissociation 
of Certain Xlectrolytes in Aqueous Solutions 
at 3hi 50, and 65 degress". 
John Tilliam Howell, "A Study cf the Steric Hlnderance 
Iffeet of various Subetituent Groupo in the 
Ortho Pooitien in the Carbexylj On the 
Reaction which takos place when Parasulphamino-
benaolo Acidc are heated to 220 degrees." 
Alfred Springer, Jr., "A Study of the Conductivity 
and Dissociation of Certain Acids in Aqueous 
Solution at Different Temperatures." 
Lloyd Van Doren, •'A Comparative Study of thu Saml-
permeable Membranes of Copper Perro Cyanide and 
Nickle Farrooyaaile." 
Tale, 
Philip Lee Blumenthall, "The Separation uad Estimation 
of Chlorine Salts by the Differential Action of 
Oxidizers•* 
Charles Andrew Brautleoht, "Synthesis of Thio-tyrosine." 
Gerald Burnham, "Sulphur Combinations in Proteins-• 
Thio polypeptides." 
Charles Raymond Dorms,"Tutor Oas Tar, its Composition, 
and CowEteroiel Possibilities." 
Frank Loyal Haight, "On Certain Physical Properties 
of thu Alkali Jfitratas, Chlorides , and Sulphates." 
Charles Hoffman, " A "on Methui of Synthesizing Alpha-
Ami no Aoidst Halogen Derivatives of Tyrosine." 
Harrard, 
Roger Adams, " A Study cf the Selution in Aqueous 
Alkalis of Various Hydrosens cf Certain Arcaatlo 
Grtho-hydroxyaldehydes and Ketones. II. Nonanes. 
III. A New Bottling Apparatus. " 
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Custavus John Issalon, Jr., "Studies an Benshydrels. 
I. The resolution of p-srino benzhydrol into 
its optima I»oirers. XI. The Splitting of 
Benzhydrols by tho action of Bromine." 
Augustus Eenry Piste, * I. On 0»rtaln Uitro Dsrivativas 
of Vicinal Tribro» benzol. 11, Deaonpositian 
of Tetrabro® orthoquinone. Ill, Hydrates of 
Soliua Carbonate and their Temperatures of 
Transition." 
Fred ?ord Flunder,"The Deierrinotion and Wotabolisa 
of Benzoic and Hippuric Add." 
Illinois, 
Stuart Jeffrey Bates,"The Iodine Coulomstsr and the 
Valuu a I the Faraday." 
Jaaas i'vorstt Egan, "Observations on the ?ar® larths, 
Tttriu« Chlorid* and tha Atoiric Wolght of 
Tttriua.* 
Leonldas rtoassr Littleton, Molecular Hcarrangeeents 
in tha Oawphar Series. Derivatives of Xseeantpharie 
Acid, laoaainolauronic Aoid and its Decomposition 
Products," 
larl Kenneth Straohan, "The Equilibrium between Arsoni«uc 
Aoid «uvi loiine in Aqueous Solution," 
Wisconsin, 
Oscar Leon«*rd buraaby, "Reactions of the Hare IBarths 
in Nou-uqueous Solvonts." 
Horuoe Grove Darning, "Soae Compounds of Oellulose." 
Welvin >kUson Dioaer, "A Study of Aurous Compounds." 
fell Oscar iJHingson,1'Abiotic Aoid und Soiae of its Salts 
Alfred Idward £oenig, "A Study of Some of tho Salts of 
Patty Acids." 
Janes Kelson Lawrence, "Efficiency of the Gas Ooulorotcr. 
Carl Ferdinand Nelson, "Studies in Oscosis." 
California, 
Victor Birokner,"The Oxidations and Cleavage Of Glucose, 
least Glucose, and a Gluoolytic Fersaent. 
Pennsylvania, 
JTewooirb Kinney Oaaney, "The *laotrolytia Preparation 
of Antimony." 
Vtshlgaa, 
Hurvey Clayton Brill, "A Study of the Foraatien of 
Pyrisidines by us* of !Utroia*ionic Aldehyde." 
Clarence Juy Tics i, "ihe tfalt* of the Oxylanthenols. 
(A oontritution to the ohuaistry of X&ino 
Curboniua Salts.) 
Princeton, 
Garrett Davis Buekner,"Studios on the Silver Cculoaeter. 
Joseph Stanley Laird, "A Study of the Inclusions of 
Electrolytic Silver, and their effect on the 
Electro chemical Equivalent sf Silver, end the 
Electro Qheeieel Univalent of Cadaiw&." 
0h*rl*« Xenisaticn Produced by Rot 30 
Salts and by freshly Heated Metal VtrWi* 
Mass. Inet. ef Technology, 
Norman Levi Bowen, "Binary Systcr.", 
Arthur Edgar, "The Equilibrium between Nitric Acid, 
Nitrous Acid, and Nitric Oxide." 
Prank Pinch Buport?The Pree Energy of Concentrated 
Solution*.* 
Merle Randall, "Studies in Frse Energy." 
Ohio State, 
Cecil Srnoct Board, "Tho Action of Substituted 
Hydrasones upon" Orthoquinones. -A Contribution 
to u Study of tbo Constitution of Orthehydrenyosc 
Compact,* 
David Raymond Tollogg, "The Hydrolysis of Bthyl 
Acatatc b; Neutral Salt Solutions." 
George Tcatherrorth Stratton, "Tho Action of Substituted 
To!;,! Hydra*ines upon Quinonss." 
Sdgitr J aim Titi.ea.aAn, "Oxidation of Propylene Glycol 
Brevn, 
Robert Footer Chambers,"A Study of Symmetrical Trlbren 
Phenyl Propionic Aoid." 
Hryn Mawr, 
Minnie Almira Graham, "A Study of the Chang* frea 
Violet to Creen in Solutions of Chromium 
Geergc Washington, 
A. X.-. Kibler, "Kersury Fulminate." 
Minnesota, 
Franc 1c Cowls9 Prary, "Equilibria in Systems Containing 
Alcohols, Salts, and Watsr, including a new method 
of Alcohol Analysis." 
Catholic University of America, 
Ignatius Albert Wagner, ''The Condensation of Acetone 
by Means of Calcium Carbide.* 
From a consideration of the subjects of these theses given 
above, it will be seen that the work at Columbia, Johns Hopkins, 
Michigan, and Ohio State is chiefly directed t* Organic 
Chemistry, while Cornell, Tale, Illinois, and Princeton are 
concerned principally with General and Physical Chemistry. 
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Sohools «f tho Second 01m«, 
1 
2 
5 
4 
I 
9 
10 
li 
12 
13 
M 
15 
lb 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
29 
30 
31 
32 
53 
34 
Name 
Alabama 
Alleghaney 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
Belolt 
Borea 
Bothanj 
Boston 
Beedeln 
Brawn 
01 ark 
Colgate 
Callage City If T 
Colorado Coll. 
Colorado U. 
Crelghton 
Dartmouth 
Denver 
Dloklnson 
Drake 
Florida 
Pordhact 
Georgetown 
Georgia 
Grianoll 
Haverford 
James Kllllkaa 
Kentuokey 
tonyon 
Inex 
Lafayette 
Lehigh 
Leulevllle 
33 
40 
41 
42 
43 
Marietta 
Marquette 
Miami 
Mississippi 
Nebraska 
Nert Dakota 
Northwestern 
Location 
Tuscaloosa Ala 
MeadvlUe Pa 
Tucson Ariz 
Payettevllle Ark 
Baldwin Sons 
Beloit Vlso 
Borea Ky 
Lindsborg Kans 
Boston Mass 
Brunswle Me 
Provlnos B t 
Hamilton N I 
Manh*n Bero H T 
Colorado Spg*s Col 
Boulder Col 
Omaha Neb 
Hanover N H 
Univ.Park Col 
Carlisle Pa 
Des Moines Za 
Galnsvllle Pla 
Psrdhem N I C 
Washington D 0 
Athens Oa 
Grinnell leva 
Clinton N T 
Haverford Pa 
Deeatur 111 
Lexington tj 
Gambler Ohio 
Qelesburg 111 
Saston Pa 
8. Bethlehem Pa 
Leulsvllle Ky 
Orene Maine 
Marietta Ohio 
Milwaukee Vise 
Oxford Ohio 
Oxford Hiss 
Lincoln Neb 
Orond Porks N D 
Svanston 111 
Snroll, 
615 
350 
200 
1,540 
651 
Course Faculty 
A 8 0 
17 2 1 3 
13 1 1 2 
12 2 I 3 
27 2 0 2 
H 1 1 2 
13 1 1 2 
5 1 0 1 
14 1 0 1 
9 1 0 1 
9 1 1 2 20 2 T 2 1 6 7 
S 2 0 2 
IT 3 1 4 
13 1 1 2 
1 4 
5 1 0 1 
11 3 1 4 
1? I 2 3 
9 1 0 1 
11 2 l 3 
IT 1 3 4 
3 1 0 1 
2 1 0 1 
17 2 2 4 12 1 1 2 
10 1 0 1 
7 1 1 2 
12 1 1 2 
10 3 1 4 
10 1 1 2 
10 1 0 1 
17 2 3 5 
27 2 6 0 
9 1 0 1 
29 1 3 4 
8 1 1 2 
7 1 0 1 12 2 4 6 
M 2 1 3 24 2 2 4 
& 2 2 1 3 3 5 
34 
45 
45 
4 
43 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
56 
51 55 
59 
60 
61 
02 
63 
64 
G5 
66 
d 
g9 
70 
71 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Hame Location Unroll. Course® Faculty 33 
Hetrf? Dame Notre Same 2nd 1,003 20 1 0 1 
Qbarlin Oberlin Ohio 1,^2 15 2 1 3 Ohio feeloyan Delaware Ohio 1,245 13 1 1 2 
Qklahena Herman Okla G92 20 3 1 4 Oregon Eugene Ore 1,130 17 3 1 4 P.oohastor Rochester ft T 430 14 2 1 3 Simpson Xndianela la 3&4 10 1 0 1 
South, U. of the Sevanee Tonn 231 S 1 0 1 
Southern California • Los Angeles Qui 1,621 24 2 4 6 St. Louis St Louis 15c 1,247 10 2 2 4 Swartmere Svartmore Fa 353 12 1 4 5 Temple Philadelphia Pa 3,620 14 1 4 5 Tennessee Knexville Tens 1,577 17 2 1 3 Trinity Harffcrd Ct 230 11 1 1 2 
Texas Austin Texas 3,043 24 3 2 5 Tufts Medfford If ass 1,140 12 2 2 4 
Union Schenectady fi T 33k 11 1 1 2 
Yalaparalso Valaparalso Ind 5.437 10, 1 2 3 
Vonderbilt Nashville Tenn 1,007 IS 2 2 4 
Vermont Burlingten Vt 520 16 3 2 5 
Wabash Cranfordoville Ind 3 M 11 l 1 2 
Washburn Topeka Kane Sll 10 1 0 1 
Washington & Lee Lexington Va 609 14 1 3 4 
Washington State OollPullman Wash 1,371 30 3 1 4 
Washington St Louis He 1,024 22 2 7 9 
Western Reserve Cleveland Ohio 1,065 14 2 1 3 
Williams Willlanoton Maes 5G0 10 2 2 4 
Wooster Wooster Ohio 625 10 1 3 4 
Womans Colleges* 
Bryn Manr Bryn Kawr Pa 4*5 19 2 1 3 
Radoliff Cambridge Mass f>5 # Smith Northampton Mass 1,620 12 3 2 5 
Wasoar Poughkeepsie Pa 1 , 0 5 7 19 2 4 6 
Wellasiey Wellesloy Mass 1,375 14 2 2 4 
Technical Schools* 
1 Case School App.fcl Cleveland Ohio 499 21 3 3 
2 Polytec. Inst. Brooklyn N T 532 22 2 § 
3 Pratt Xnetitute Brooklyn N I 3,772 12 1 3 
4 " Reneselaer Poly. J Troy M 7 626 13 3 5 
5 Rone Poly. last. Torre Haute Ind 7 1 1 
6 Tnocogee Inst, Tuscegee Ala 1,662 0 0 0 
7 Worcester Poly* I. Worcester Mass 524 43 2 2 
Agricultural Colleges. 
$7S m l Qeleredo Port Oollino Col 2 1 
2 Kansas Manhattan Kans 2,305 is 4 3 
3 Michigan I* Lansing Mich 1,500 lS 2 4 
4 Dragon Corvallls Ore 1.592 27 2 
5 Utah Logan Utah 1,044 18 3 2 
6 
1 0 
2 
0 
4 
7 
5-: 
§ Courses in Agricultural Colleges include,Agricultural 
Chemistry. Radoliff has the Faculty of Harvard. 
Paeultlu in Soheela ef the Seaond glass. 
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Alabama, 
Alleghaney, 
Ariaona, 
Ark^asai, 
Dakar, 
Belolt,, 
Serea* 
Bo than j, 
Booton* 
Bowdoln, 
Brown* 
Wnrk, 
Colgate, 
Loveless, aenjanin Ph.D. 
-ftaeyd, Stewart J. Ph.D. 
Lee, Idain If* 3o. 
Ouild, Prank Kelson U.S. 
*Bennerf 'laj-Rond 0. Ph.D, 
Carroll, Charles Oeiger Ph.D* 
•Tlbbale, Charles Austin Ph.D. 
'Harrow, Hugh I01i» 8.S.A. 
Randall, David Lindsay Ph.D* 
Smith, Lrastus Gilbert Ph«D* 
Pus.old, Christian P. A.B. 
felinep John Srle D* So. 
Newell, Lyman C. Ph.D* 
Cram, Marshall Perl** Ph.D. 
Af pie ten, John Beem i 3o.D. 
•Bueher, Juhn Jaery Ph.D* 
Peterson, John 2* A.B* 
MoOregery, Joseph Prank D* 8e. 
•Smith, Hay Burnett fc.S. 
College City of Ney Tork, 
Beakervllle, Charlee 
"Heady, Herbert P. 
"Preedburg, L. Henry 
Calemde College, 
fitrelby, Plllian 
Colorado, 
Crolghton, 
Dartmouth| 
Denver, 
Dickinson, 
A.B. 
Skeley, John Bernard Ph.D* 
Hi okay, David P. R.J. 
Birtlett, Edwin Julias tf.D* 
•Bolder, Charlss Iraesfc Ph*D. 
•Hioharison, Lcoa Burr A*M» 
ISngle, Wilbur Dwight Ph.D* 
Shadlnger, Quy Howard Ph.D, 
Gen.&Phyeleal 
Analytical 
CJuel. A Org* 
Indust.S Anal. 
Oer- & Organle 
General § Qual. 
Anal. I Ind. 
Dr»k«| 
Tlirldst 
F«rdh»a, 
Georgetown, 
S«»r|i*, 
Grlunell, 
Hamilton, 
HATOrf«rd, 
James Millikan, 
tentuokey, 
Ksnyen, 
K m « | 
Lafayette, 
Lehigh, 
Louisville, 
Marietta, 
Vital, 
Mississippi, 
Xtbruto, 
forth Dakota, 
Mertheestera, 
Hotre Dame, 
Xinney, Charles Weyes M.S. 
•Ball, Theodore Hallo B.S. 
Flint, Idmard F. Ph.D. 
Rleacher, Clement R.H. S.J, 
Martin, Rev. Richard S.J. 
White, Henry Clay Ph.D. 
* Black, Hosier Van Valkenburgh Ph.D. 
Hendrlxsen, Walter Scott Ph.D. 
Saunders, Arthur Percy Ph.D. 
Hall, Lyman Baeoher Ph.D. 
Hessler, John 0. Ph.D. 
Tuttle, Pranklln toliott Ph.D. 
Mazson , Ralph Nelson Ph.D. 
* Daniels, Lloyd Oadle Ph.D. 
Weida, Re*. George Pranelo Ph.D. 
Griffith, Herbert Eugene B.3. 
Hart, Sdwerd Ph.D. 
Soheber, William B. Ph.D. 
*Babaoinien, Vahan S. Ph.D. 
Goodman, Harry M. 
•Wyoer, Henry B.S. 
Melee, Ralph Harper Ph.D. 
Merriam, Fdmund Sawyer Ph.D. 
Hughes, Raymond Mollyneaux M. So. 
Muekeafnse, Anthony Moultrie Ph.D. 
*Xennon, William Lee Ph.D. 
Dales, Benton Ph.D. 
"Feesler, Mary Louise A.M. 
•Avery, Samuel Ph.D. 
•Borromman, George A.M. 
Abbott, George Alenso Ph.D. 
Baboook, Sarle Jay B.S. 
Young, Abriam Van Spps Ph.B. 
Hinds, Murray Arnold Ph.D. 
Hieawlaad, Inline G.S.C. 
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Organic 
Analytical 
Industrial 
Oberlin, Jewatt, Prank Panning A.M. 
"Chapin, William Henry Ph.D» 
•MeCollengfc, James Caldwell If 
Ohio Wesleyan, Hiflay, George Oevin Ph.D. 
Oklahoma, 
Oregon 3 
F.eeheater, 
Simpson, 
Do Barr, Idwln M.S.. 
*WiUiane, Quy Yandall M.S. 
"Rue, John Davidson A.M. 
Binswanger, Otto Soly Ph.B, 
"fhinn, Prederick Lafayette Ph. 
"Stafford, Orin Fletoher U.K. 
Lattimors, Samuel Allan Ph.D. 
Chambere, Viator John Ph.D. 
Bakei>, Jesse A. M.S. 
South,U. efthe Maokall, Colin Melensie B.S. 
South. California, 
Stabler, Laird Joseph M.3. 
Gravee, Ethel W. A.M. 
St.Louis, 
tvartmerei' 
Tennaaaee, 
Trinity, 
Texan , 
Tufte, 
Union, 
Vanderbllt, 
Sohwitalla, Alphonse M. S.J. 
Allot an, Gilbert Ph.. • 
•Ward, H. Lee Pa.D. 
Kofke, Harry 0. B.S. 
Wait, Charles Einund Ph.D. 
Hill, Charles Otis M.S. 
Biggs, Robert Baird Ph.D. 
Harper, Henry X Winston M.D. 
Bailey, Janes Pobinsen Ph.D. 
Soheeh, Eugene Paul Ph.D. 
Durkee, Prank Williams A.M. 
Cobb, Phillip Howard Ph.D. 
Sllery, Sdward Ph.D. 
"Bradley, Theodore J. Ph.G. 
Cary, Charles A. 
Dudley, Villlle* L. M.D. 
MoGlll, J.T. Ph.D. 
Termoat, 
Merrill, Nathan Prederiek Ph.D. 
•Burrows, George Howard B.S, 
'Kern, Charles Allen B.S, 
Wabnnh, 
Garner, Jaces Bert Ph.D. 
?ushburn, 
T&gue, Edward Lemuel A.F . 
Tushin^ton and Leo, 
Howe, James Lewis Ph.D. 
Taahington State College} 
Eulrer, Elton A.M. 
Todd, Claire Ohrlsman B.S, 
Paterson, Alio® Graoe A.B. 
faehlngton TJniwereity, of Saint 
Eelser, Edward Harrison Ph.D. 
•Monaster, Lerey Ph.D. 
To&tarn Reserve, 
Gruener, Hippolyte Ph.D. 
Tower, Clin Ereaman Ph.D. 
Williams, 
Mears, Lewerett Ph.D. 
*Moar3, Brainerd Ph.D. 
38 
General 
Gen.&Qual. 
Tooetor, 
Bennett, William Z. Ph.D. 
Degrees of Faculties of the Smaller Sohools. 
In this list of seventy-one smaller sohools there are 
nlnty-one Professors, nine Associate Professors, and twenty 
Assistant Professors. 
Of the Professors, fifty hold the degree of Ph.D. or 
fifty-three per cent: nine hold the degree of D. Sc.: 
three that of M.D., or a total of b2 with the Doctors 
Degree, or in all 64 %. Fourteen hold the Masters 
Degree, or fifteen percent. 
Of the nine Associate Professors, five have the Doctors 
Degree, and of the twenty Assistant Professors, ten have 
the Doctors Degree. 
Of the total of 120 Professors, Associate, and 
Assistant Professors , JJ have the Doctors Degree. 
Course of Study in the Smaller Schools. 
The course in the smaller schools is limited by the smaller 
size of the faculties, and the smaller facilities for teaching 
the subject. It ranges from the esentials, General, 
Qualitative, and Quantitative Analysis , and Organic Chemistry, 
as at Dickinson and Trinity, to courses of twelve subjects 
as at Swartmore, and twenty at Lehigh. At nearly all these 
institutions, limited opportunity is given advanced pupils 
to do higher work. 
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Chemistry in Womens ' Colleges. 
In Chemistry, the Woman's Colleges Wellesley, Bryn Mawr, 
and Vassar offer a stronger course than the average small 
college. 
At Wellesley the Course is, General Chemistry six hours, 
Advanced General Chemistry six hours, Qualitative" and Quantitative 
Analysis, each three hours, Air,Water, and Pood Analysis, Organic 
Chemistry six hours, Theoretical Chemistry three hours, Selected 
Subjects in Theoretical and Analytical Chemistry with Laboratory 
two hours, Advanced Laboratory in Organic Preparations, Pood 
Analysis, and Advanced Analytical three hours: History of 
Chemistry three hours, and a special course in Elementary 
Inorganic Chemistry for Students in Physical Education three 
hours. 
At Bryn Mawr, the work is divided into Major, Post Major, 
and Graduate Courses, The Major Course includes , Introductory 
General, Organic, Qualitative, Theoretical Inorganic and Organic 
Chemistry. The Post Major Course includes advanced work in both 
Inorganic and Organic Chemistry: the Graduate, various Seminars, 
Advanced Organic and Physical Chemistry, and a Chemical Journal 
Club. 
At Vassar, besides the elementary courses there are Organic 
Preparations, Advanced Inorganic Chemistry, History of Chemical 
Theory, Analysis of Foods, Volumetric Analysis, Elementary 
Physiological, ind Theoretical Chemistry. 
At most of the great State universities, work in the 
Department of Chemistry is open to women, and where women are not 
admitted there is usually a Woman^ Annex, as Radcliff at Harvard, 
Barnard at Columbia, and Newcomb at Tulane, in which strong courses 
of chemistry are offered. The women at Radcliff may take any 
of the courses offered at Harvard and have the privileges of 
the Harvard Laboratories. It is the usual thing to find one 
or more women on the Faculties of the great state schools that 
admit both sexes. 
C hemlstry in Agricultural Colleges. 
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In these schools we lind special emphasis upon Agricultural 
Food, Household, Dairying, Human and Animal nutrition, 
Physiological, Water , Feed, Soils, Insecticides, Mineral, 
Economic, Pharmaceutical, and Engineering Chemistry. 
In general not much attention is given to purely 
theoretical Chemistry. Many of the schools give special 
short courses during the Winter for farmers. As the 
students have little training in Theoretical Chemistry 
many of the courses are given in a very elementary w%y. 
In some of the state the College of Agriculture is a 
Department of the State University, as at Cornell, and 
Missouri, and in these cases the students get the advantage 
of the stong courses of Technical Chemistry. 
Chemistry of Trade Schools. 
We have already spoken of the courses in Chemistry in 
Mass. Tech., Armour, and Carnegie in that they are on a 
par with that of the Universities and Colleges of the 
First Class, and indeed Mass. Tech. is probably ahead of 
any other school in the country. Ther»e is a growing 
class of Polytechnic Schools such as Worcester, Brooklyn, 
Rensselaer, Rose , and Pratt, which like the Agricultural 
Schools aim at giving a short course, usually covering 
two years work , in applied Chemistry. At Worcester 
the course is equivalent to that given at Universities 
like Iowa, and Ohio. 
Chemistry in Government Schools. 
At West Point and at Annapolis the equivalent of 
preparatory chemistry is given in a years course of 
Physics and Chemistry, 
Chemistry at Tuscogee. 
Tuscogee Institute offers no chemistry 
SJntranoe Bequirementa of tha Medical School* 
in Che®istry. 
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There a-aem* to be no grant uniformity in tho entrance 
requirements of tho Medical Seheola* There are no requirementa 
beyond the Secondary Sohaola at George Washington. One year 
College la required at Cincinnati, How York, Worth Carolina, and 
Pittsburg, Two at Harvard, Indiana, Johns Hopkins, Kansas, 
Michiganj Missouri, and Syracuse, and three at £»eland Stanford. 
One year College Chemistry is required In practically all theae 
schoola . At Harvard the requirements are General, Qualitative, 
and Organic Chemistry* 
At Kansas , either Preparatory Chemistry or one half 
year Collego Chemistry in General Chemistry, one half year of 
Qualitative Analysis and after I9I3 Blersentary Organic Cher la try* 
At Hew York, High School and one whole year Callage Chem-
istry are required* 
At North Carolina, General, Qualitative, and Quantitative 
Analysis, 
At Pittsburg, ane half year High Soheol and one year of 
College Chemistry. 
Text Sooke Used la the Schools* 
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For this part ef the discussion, the data were secured 
frea letters ef the Heads of the Departaento of Ohoaietry la 
the various schools. This laforaatlen together with that 
secured fro* the Catalogues of nine other schools Is given on 
the following pages* 
It will he seen that In General Chemistry twenty-si* 
schools are using Smith*s "General Ohsrsistry*, and two others 
his "Introduction to Inorganic OheniotryV Slavan a m 
using Bewell's "Inorganic Chemistry for Colleges.*, and tea 
Enhlsnbergs , "Outlines of Ohealstry,* 
Host cf the schools have a special course for pupils 
entering without credit in Chemistry, The most popular 
text is MePhorsen and Henderson, which is used in Sevan 
schools. Stoddards text is used in three schools* Pour 
ara using MoPhorson and Henderson followed by Smiths two 
use Howell and Smith* Mine schools use their own tent, 
la General Chemistry, and throe the library reference plan* 
Harvard has an innovation in a published synopsis cf the 
Leeturas* 
In the laboratory work in inorganic there is as would ha 
expected a wide variation of texts, come thirty-seven of the 
schools using their own text* Again Alex. Smith and W. J. 
Bales text, "Laboratory Outlines In General Chemistry* it the 
most widely used, being found ia thelrtoon school** 
McPhersons text Is found ia ftvo schools, Rem sens in four* 
^a Qualitative Analysis, f*A* Hoyes* text is used ia 
thirteen* schools, Baskervill* and Ovrtaan in eight, A«A» 
Hoyes in seven* Sixteen schools use their own text la 
whole or in part* In Quantitative Analysis Talbot is 
used la twenty-nine schools, Treadwell and Hall In thirteen, 
Olson la twelve, and Moult In eight* Eleven use their 
own texts and five tho library plan* 
In Organic Chemistry, Hanson is used in twenty-throe schools, 
Cohen In twenty, Perkln an A Kipping in thirteen, and Bolloaan 
la nine* Pour use their own texts and five the 
In laboratory work in Organic Ohemiatry, Gatteraaaa's text li 
used ia twenty-one schools, Jones in twelve, and Cohen la eight. 
Hevea use thair own texts* 
talker* Physical 0he»l*try is used la twenty sohsola , 
Jones la twslve, Blgelow la *1X, and six use their own text* 
Twenty schools of tho list have no Physical Oheni»trjr« 
Plndlay* Laboratory Toxt , u*ed In fifteen swhoolf is the 
ao*t popular* Fourtoau usa their own text. 
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Taat* TJood ia tha Yarlttti Sahoolot 
Ilam© Oenaral laboratory Qualitative Quantitativa X Alabanta R&hlenbarg /fcahlenborg Kahle&berfS Treadwall 
Walton 
2 All a plumy P f # Ql«ea£ Suttoa 3 Amherst r. fHopfcimt W«A«ffoya» ft Talbot 
Smith 
4 Armour IfoPharaan a Header»«m & A#AiHoyaa Treadwall & 
Smith Talbot 
5 Bakar Hawaii Bandnll (Jacob & Ltnoola & 
6 Balcit 
Browning faltom 
Stoddard # f f 
7 Baraa Earsen Freeeniuo AeAeHoyat 
C Bethany UePh. t Head, » Hosier A Smith Bailey S 0ady N 0 * i h 
Hawaii Alaitt Smith Stlaglltn Lincoln S 
Qptwald WaltoB 
3 Bowdein Smith fewer Lincoln ft 
Walton 
10 California Morgan # $ Korfran ft $ltorga& i 
8f?ith Booth Booth 
Olaaa 
Talbot 
11 0arnegi© Hawaii Soott Troadwell 1 
Sehaoffar Sail 
12 da** Nawth #Bardwell Presoott & # Easy 
John«on 
Noyas 
13 Chicago Smith & 0 #Smi*h & Hale Stioglits 6 
Hoya» 8 Bray 
I4 0olorado Holla&an ff&bklGj Treudwell Talbot 
15 0ol* Agr. fahlenborg Gre&n & Lineolto ft 
• Valdarklead Walton 
16 Bartaouth JTewth "Bartlett fBoloar £ 0 « 
Richard**n 
17 Biekinaon MoPh* ft Hand # Talbot 
15 Drake ffawth K̂innoy fTawth 01owa» & 
Preseniuo Oalamaa 
19 Florida Heir sen Wewall A*A.l?oy*s Oloaa 
IfWau® 
20 Oeorfia Pesissn Stoddard 
Holloman 01 sea 
21 &ao*Va0h« G Ôook W#AJS?®yaa Sutton 
Talbot 
22 GriswaOLl Smith £ AeA«Woya* # 
23 Ha&iltan Smith Ŝatmder* Boatjar Oloan AeAelToyaf Froaaaiut 
01 owes & 
talamaa 
24 Harvard tl0d« no regular t©xt*# Library Rafertmoao • 
Hene General 43 Laboratory Qualitative Quantitative 
25 Haverford Smith 
26 Xllinoi*^ Smith 
erner 
27 Indiana Xahlenberg 
2?5 Iowa 
2g K.S.A.C. Hawaii 
Smith £ Hal* 
30 Censes 
31 Lehigh 
TTewell 
Gady 
Bemeen 
Hewth 
E&hlenberg 52 Inland 
Stanford 
33 Louisiana Newell 
34 Louisville Stoddard 
Smith 
35 Lower 3r>ith 
California 
3$ Maine Hemsen 
37 Marquette Hansen 
3 ' Mass,Teeh»Smith 
33 Miami McPh.ftHesd* 
Smith 
40 Michigan Smith 
Mcpherson 
t «0 
Hemsen 
§ 
/ Swain ft 
Mitchell 
Killyor 
% 
Morgan 
Smith & Hale 
Lapeer 
McPherson 
Smith A Hale 
41 Mississippi MePher,* Hend, 
Smith 
42 Missouri Xahlenberg 
Smith 
43 Mebraska Newell 
44 Hew Tork Baskerwllla^ 
45 H* Dakota Hemsen 
46 northwestern "Teung 
47 Notre Dame Xahlenberg 
4* Cberlin Smith 
'̂Sehlundt 
A'Reasen 
# 
VYoxxng 
f 
/Ijewett 
49 Ohio McPhersen A Henderson 
Smith 
50 Chic Smith 
Wesleyan 
Smith & Hale 
W.A.Hcyes Treadwsll 
Talbot 
Presenius 
£Hoys« & Treadwell 
Smith Lino* & Malt, 
Stieglits 
Lyons ft Talbot 
Davis Presenius 
Sutton 
Treadwell 
MePhersen Lincoln ft 
l.A.Noyes Walton 
# Bailey ft Talbot 
Cady 
Treadwell Treadwell 
Bask,S Curt, Allen 
Mendieus Treadwell A 
Sellers 
it 
Oleon 
Treadwell Treadwall 
Talbot 
Morgan Talbot 
Presott ft Talbot 
Johnson 
B&ekervilleft. Faulk 
Curtman 
A,A,Heyes Talbot 
A*A*Heyeo Talbot 
Tower Poulk 
Bask,ft Curt, Talbot 
Presoott ft fOampbell 
Johascm Foulk 
Hinds 
Hewth Talbot 
Presoott ft Mores 
Jehnoon 
W,A#HeyeS 
Stieglits Poulk 
Gibson 
Browning Talbot 
t, £Bask,ft Curt. , #Bask,S Moody 
Morgan Talbot 
B̂ask«ft Curt, Poulk 
Soetger Talbot 
parkin Talbot 
Pressett ft Talbot 
Sullivan 
A«A»Heyes & Poulk 
Bray 
McPhersen 
Perkin Poulk 
Scott 
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Name General Laboratory Qualitative Quantitative 
51 Oklahoma Kahlenberg 
52 Ore. Agr. Smith Smith ft Hale Baskerville ft Talbot 
Our tit an 
53 Oregon Newell # W.A.Noye8 Talbot 
Bask.ftCurt. 01 s en 
Treadwell 
54 Penn. State #Pond ^Harris ft Pond 
55 Pennsyl- Richter £Smith ft Medicus # vania P.Smith Keller Prescott ft 
56 Princeton Newell 
Johnson 
Smith Presenius 
Dobbin ft Walker 
57 Purdue Smith ^Blanchard a W.A.Noyes 01 sen 
50 Rose Poly.Smith 
Ransome 
Smith ft Hale Perkin Sutton 
Newth Treadwell 
59 Swartmore Smith Smith ft Hale A.A.Noyes Evans 
Gooch ft Olsen 
Browning 0 
bO Syracuse Holleman Holleman Treadwell Talbot 
Olsen 
Si Temple Heesler £ Remsen Medicus Treadwell 
Smith 
&2 Union Smith $Ellery Prescott ft Olsen 
Johnson 
G3 Trinity Smith Smith ft Hale W.A.Noyes Stieglitz 
Hinds W.I.D. 
64 Valaparaiso Newell #Newell Newth Newth 
Newth Prescott ft Sutton 
Johnson Cobl. ft Vori. 
Treadwell Clowes ft 
Coleman 
65 Vassar Newell #Vasaar Notes Tower Talbot 
Sb Washburn Smith Smith ft Hale Perkins Poulk 
£>7 Washington Smith Smith ft Hale #Byers ft Olsen 
S. TJ. Knight 
# 68 Wash. S. Coll. Kahlenberg ^Hopkins Bask.ftCurt. 
69 Wash, ft Lee #Howe #Howe #Howe Talbot 
70 Wellesley Newell § W.A.Noyes Talbot 
Smith 
71 Western Smith # #0.P.Tower 0 
Reserve 
72 Wooster MoPher. ft Henderson W.A.Noyes Poulk 
Newth #W.Z.Bennett • 
73 Worcester Kahlenberg # A.A.Noyes Treadwell 
Treadwell 
Text Book* In Organic and Physical Ohenistry. 4 5 
Soheol Organic Laboratory Physical laboratory 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Alabar a Hon son 
Alloxanj Cohan 
3 
10 
11 
12 
Jbaherjt 
Aromir 
Bakor 
Bern* 
Bololt 
Both any 
Bowdoin 
Oohon 
Rerraen 
Oohon 
Reraan 
H 
Ho ore 
Rnrsen 
Oultfornia P.eraun 
"Bid He 
Ournegie 
Cud© 
13 Otioago 
14 Colorado 
Holler un 
'"Perk in e 
Kipping 
Holleran 
#Riohter 
0 
Ho11eman 
Gatteriuann 
Q» Hermann 
Cohen 
Orndorff 
Cohan 
Jones 
Gooch & Phelps 
0 
§ 
Moore 
Gatteraann 
Bid&la 
Jones 
Gatternann 
fJonoe 
Fischer 
G&ttfcrnmnn 
15 
16 
13 
20 
21 
Co3• Agr, 
Dartn oufch 
Dickinaan 
Br^ko 
Florida 
Georgia 
Geo»Pf\sh. 
Perkin S Kipping 
Oohen 
Hettsen 
Bereothson 
Bomsen 
Reir.aen 
Piohtor 
22 Grlnnel1 ?o» uen 
23 
24 
25 
20 
27 
25 
29 
30 
31 
Hamilton W.A. Woyea 
HarrarJ 0 
Harerford Reason 
Illinois r Hoyea 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Wo ore 
Rlchter 
Hollers un 
Oohen 
0 
Jones 
Piseher 
Orndorff 
0 
Appleton 
Gatternann 
"Siuniers 
0 
# 
Jonos 
fNoyes 
Gatternann 
Jonea 
K,S.A,5. Betraen 0 
Ooh^n 
Kansas Oohon 
Perkin £ Kipp, Jonea 
Lehigh Berenthsen Heinle 
Gafcterman 
Walker 
Jonea 
Jones 
Arrhenius 
Wilier 
Finili>uy 
'"alker 
Bigelow 
/'Walker 
Lupke 
I'organ 
Talker 
0 
Oatwald 
Hernst 
0 
0 
7 ~ m 
Walker 
Jones 
Senter 
Morgan 
Walker 
Walker 
0 
Pindlay 
Ostwald 
Tranb© 
# 
§ 
Pindlay 
1ft ell 
0 # 
Smith 
Both 
0 
0 
f 
t 
Findlay 
Sw«ll 
Pindlay 
Pindlay 
Ostwald 
(#) signifies that the school is using its own text, (0? that it 
us«« Library References, and ( -) that the course is net given* 
Text Book* wood in Organic and Physical Chemistry. 
Sohool Organic Laboratory Physical 
32 Leland Remsen Jones Swell 
Stanford 
33 Louisiana Reason Holleman Dwell 
34 Louisville Cohen Gattormann Walker 
35 Lower Perkin & Jones .... 
Califo. Kipping 
36 Maine Hollonan Jones Walker 
Moore Moore 
37 Marquette 
35 Mass* Tech, Perk, fi Yipp* Gattormann ^A.A.Noyes & 
Holleman Sherrlll 
39 Miami Perk, & Yipp. Gattormann Jones,Nemst 
SorterjWalkor 
40 Michigan Perk, ft Kip?, Gattormann # Bigslow 
41 Vismiaoippi Heiasen Walker 
42 Missouri Cohen Cohen Bijelow 
Moora 
43 Nebraska Holleaan £ Walker 
44 Hew York Holleman Gattormann Walker 
Lasser-Cohn 
45 N» Dakota Repsen Gattenpann Walker 
0 0 Orndorff 0 
46 Merthwesxern Moore Moore Senter 
47 Notre Dame Reitsen Gattentami Jones 
Riehter 
Oberlln Ramsen Cohen — . . . 
49 Ohio Perk, « Kipp, Gattertoann Blgolow 
Cohen 
50 Ohio Oohen Jonas Bigelsw 
Vesleyan 
51 Oklahoma Pork, a Kipp. Walker 
Prescott 
52 Ore, Agr, Moore Uoore 
53 Oregon Perk, S Ylpp. Gattennann Morgan 
54 Penn, State, P.eirsen 
Berntheen 
55 Ponn. Cohen 
« Senter 
Bsrnthaen 
Pindlay 
56 Princeton Walker Tfernst 
57 Purdue Perk, a Yipp. ."Garrett & Jones Harden 
5S ltese Poly,Oohen Levy, Hoyea Jones Cruderff 
59 Swartmore Reason Gatteroann Jones Park, & Kipi»« 
Bo Syraeuse Ronsen Gatterreann Janes 
Bemthsen Orndorf£ 
61 Temple Oohen Cohen talker 
62 Tvlane Oohen Cohen Jones Thompson 
63 Mai on Oohon Cohen Jones 
Laboratory 
tfYoung 
§ 
FlndXay 
/'Goodwin 
to 31ano 
Pindlay 
Bifolow 
Pindlay 
# 
Sontar 
Pindlay 
Jcnoa 
Lupke 
0 
0 
Ewell, Traube 
t 0 Ostwald 
Pindlay 
Ostwald 
Pindlay 
Pindlay 
Ostwald 
0 
Jonas 
Pindlay 
Pindlay 
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Sohool Organic 
64 ValajwaraiSQ Bee: sen 
Vassar 0ohen ' 
66 Washburn Cohen 
Wash, S,U. Bernthsen 
Washington • Cohen 
State Coll, Bernsen 
JO Wash. & Lee Hoyes 
71 Wellesley Perk, & Kipp, 
72 Western HeKsen 
Jte serve 
73 Wooster Cohen 
74 Morose ler llolleman 
Laboratory 
I 
Cohen 
Sudborough 
Orndorff 
Hoyet 
/'Jones 
f 
Oatterrrann 
Gatterirann 
Physioal 
Walker 
Morgan 
talker 
Jones 
Bigelow 
Walker 
?*©11 
Laboratory 
Lehfeldt 
0 
©sell 
4s 
TEXTS in GT-.HERAL CHJMISTRT* 
Authors 
31 Smith, Alex 
12 Newell ,Lyxmn 
10 Kohlenberg, L 
T Newth, G.S. 
7 Rsiesen, Ira 
7 McPhereon, 
School Name 
Chicago Gen. Oh mat., for Callage* 
Boston Inorg. Chem. for Coll. 
Wisconsin Outlines of Chemistry 
London Inorganic Chemistry 
Johns Hop.Coll. Text Book of Cher. 
Ohio State ft 
8tudj of Chem. 
Publisher Price 
Century 2.15 
Hendorsan,%-.E. w MEl«m. 
Holleman,A.E. Grorin»en ft 
Deeper,H.C.Syracuse Toxt Book Inorg 
Morgan,W,C. Calafornia ft 
Chem. 
Heath 
McMillan 
Longmans 
Holt 
Ginn 
Wiley 
2 
2 
Inorganic Chemistry 
Int. to Inorg* Chem. 
Int. to Inorg, Cham* 
Gen. Inorg, Chem. • 
Prin. of Inorg, Chem 
Lyman,J*A. 
Stoddard,J.T. Smith 
Smith,Alex. Chioago 
BaekerrillejChaa N.Tork 
Cady, H.P. Kansas 
Dobbin,Leonard 
Walker, Jas Dundee 
Boeder, J.C. 
Smith,A.L. 
Howe, Jamee 1. Waeh.ftLee Ino. 
Ostwald, William Leipsie ft 
Pindlay,Alex. Birm. Prin. of Inorg. Ohes*. 
Bichter,Vlct.or Von Sreslau ft 
Smith,®.P. Penn. Inorganic Chemistry 
Smith,Sdgar P. Penn Elements ef Chemistry 
Young A.V.E. 
2.00 
2.60 
1.75 
2,25 
1.25 
2*50 
McMillan 1,25 
McMillan l . G O 
Century 2.25 
Heath 1*50 
Chem. Theory foj 3eg. McMillan ,50 
ft 
Kaoontiils of Chem. 
Chem for Soh.SCol 
Sonbourn 1,05 
Chemical 3*00 
McMillan 6*09 
Blaktston 1*75 
Laboratory fexts in General Cheraistry, 
Author School Kauns Test Publisher 
13 Smith, Alex. Chicago & 
H a l e . J . Michegan, Lab. Outlines of Gen. Che®, Century 
3 Raasen, Ira, Johns HopKins,« 
Randall, W.W, Laboratory Manual Holt 
2 MoPher«on,rt., Ohio & 
Henderson,.1. Ohio," Lab, Ex, in Chen;. Ginn 
r , Newell, Lynan C. Beaton Experimental Chem. Heath 
2 Hillyer, H.tf. Lab. Manual of Chem. McMillan f 
¥ Bardwell F.L. »Maas. Tech.Sr 
Spe«r,i.B. " " Lab. frp. in Gen. Chore. Author 
Bartlett,E.J. DartEouth Lab. Exercises Author 
Baskorvilla,Chua. N. T, & 
Curtis,*.'/*, f.'.Y. Lab, Exercises Heath 
Blanohard,A,A. Purdue Synthetic Inorganic Chen, Wiley 
Ekoley, J. B. Colorado Lab, Man. of Inorg, Chen. Wiley 
Hesslor,J.C, Jaa. Millik,^ ft 
Snith,A.L. Lab, Manual Sanbornu 
Kahlenberg,L. '-fisoonsin Lab. pTsr. in Gen. Chest. Author 
James,Joseph H. Carnegie & 
Schaefor,J»A. M r*p. fen Pnfc. Stv, in Gen.O .McGraw 
Lee, Richard IE. Alleghaney Text Book cf Exp. Cham. Blakist 
Morgan,%a C. California Qual.Anal.as basis Gen(Inorg. foMil 
Ransom, J.II, Purdue t-'xp. Gen. Chew. MoGraw 
Schlundt, H. Missouri tab. Exp. in G*>n. Cher. Author 
Smith,E.P. Penn. « 
Roller, Exp. for Student in Gen.Cherllakist 
fif! Bennett, booster Laboratory Exerrjiae* 
Cooke, J.P. Geo. Washington laboratory Practice 
Ellery, Edward Union fvant,Ixp. in Gen.Chepi 
Puliser, E. Wash. State Coll. 
Hopkins,A.J. Amherst laboratory Exercises 
Howe, Jac.ea Lewis Wunh.iLeo Lab. Fotea in Irorg. Chen. 
Jewett, P.P. Oburlin 
3uunders, A.H. Hamilton 
Swain £ Mitchell,Lel*nd Stan. 
Young, A.V.I. Horthireetern 
# Reported by en© school only. M Can prebably be secured 
by addressing the Author. 
TUTS used in QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. 5
0 
M 
10 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Author School 
Noyce, W.A. Illinois 
Hayes, A.A. Macs, Inst, 
Treadwell,f.P. Zurich ft 
Hull, Wm.H, Mass. Inst. 
Baskerrllle,Jas, New York, ft 
C\irtrean ,L. J. " " 
3tloglits,J.O. ChloiL'O 
Newth, 0, 8. London 
Perkin,P.II. Boro Poly.London 
None Text 
Elem. of Quel. Anal. 
Qual, Chem,Anal. 
A""®!* Choia. Vol. I, 
Course In Qual,Ohem.Anal, 
FJleia. Of n n 
Chemical Analysis 
Qual. Chos.. Anal. 
Publisher Prion 
Holt 
McMillan 
WileJS 
McMillan Century 
Longmans 
1.10 
1*25 
Tower, Ollin P 
Fr</senius,C.r<. 
Welle 
Morgan,Wm.O. California 
Medious,Ludwlg Wursburg, & 
Marshall, Penn. 
Boettgor, 
Ooooh, P.A. Yale ft 
Browning,P.E, Yale 
MoPhersen,Wm Ohio 
S c o t t , B a l d w i n Loc.^orks 
Hinds, W.I.D. 
Bailey,?C.H.8, Kansas ft 
Cady,H,P, n 
Byers,H Washington, ft 
Knight 
Belser, & 
Richardson 
Prescott,A.B, Michegan ft 
Sullivan,®,C. 
Kahlcnberg, L. "'lsoonsin ft 
Walten, J.H. H 
Booth, 
Gibson, R.3. 
Sell.tr 3, Louisiana 
Lyons, F.,K, Indian, ft 
Davis, L.S. " 
Western Reserve Course of Qual Chem.A* 
Wlusback, ft 
Manua: of Qual,Chem, Anal, 
Qual. Anal, as Lab.Basis. 
1.40 
3«o0 
1*75 
• 1.50 
Blakleton 1,00 
Wileys 
McMillan 
5.00 
1.90 
Qual. Anal. K « 
Lippincett 1,50 
Blakleton 2.00 
Outlines of Qual.Oherc.A. Wiley 
Slem, Treat, on Qual,Anal, 
Qual Chem. Anal. 
1.25 
Van Noctrand 1,50 
Wiley 2,00 
Lab, ftuiie to Stucty ofQ.C.A. Blakis. 1.25 
First Book in Qual.Anal, 
Qual, Cher. Anal* 11 * * 
Lab, Notes in Qual, 
V»n Host, 1,50 
Author 1.25 
TUTS in QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS* 
51 
2S 
14 
13 
14 
6 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
Author 3ohool 
Ti*lbet,H.P. K u i , Tooh. 
Tr••dwell, P. P. Zurich 
Hall,*r.H» Mass. Tech. 
Olson, J.C.. 
J,eulke,0.*r. 
Lincoln,A.T. Illinois, 
Name Text Publisher Prio« 
Intr,Course of Qu*nt,C.A. McMillan I.5O 
* c 
Analytical Chem. Vol.11 Wiley 4.OO 
Tê v, Book of Quant. Chen.An. Van Host 4«00 
Intr.Notes en Quant.OH.AnalMcOra* 
ft 
Walton, J.H, 
Sutton, Francis 
Newth, G.S. London 
Freseniue,0. Re&igiua 
Cohn, Alfred I. 
Reyes,A. A. Mass. Inst. 
Trans, Percy N. Purdue 
Clowes,P. £ 
Col;«r»an, J.B. 
Baskerville,Jas. New York 
Campbell, P. D, Ann Arbor £ 
Willard,H.H. * M 
Coblenti L 
Toriaek 
Six. in Xlejt;. ̂ uant.Ch.A. McMillan 
Handbook of Volumetric Anal. Blakist, 
Chemical Analysis(Qual,£Quant) * 
Piuabaden, & 
Quant. Chen. Anal. 2 vol. 
« « « , 
t» * w 
G-inn 
MoMillua 
Clan 
2,00 
1 . 5 0 
5.5O 
1-T5 
12,50 
1.25 
•50 
Quantitative Analysis 
Lab. Notes on Quant. 
Bfan. of Vol. Anal. 
Blskkiston 3«50 
Blakisten 1.J5 
Twcts on Ore Analysis, Electrolytic,SnKineerinfr,Gae fk Fuel and 
Organic Analysis have baen ottiutoo in the above liat 
since only a few schools reported on their use. 
Texts ia Organic Chemistry, 52 
Text Book of Organic Chem. 
Author School Hame of Text 
15 Cohen, J,B. Loads Theor, Org. Chem. 
16 Remsen, Ira John* Hopkins Organic Chemistry 
15 Parkin, W, H« Loads & 
lipping,F.S, Nottingham Organic Chemistry 
12 Holleman, A»SV Oroningen, £ 
Walker £ Mott, Derby 
9 Bamthoon A & 
Sudborough, Aberystwyth Organic Oherlstry 
7 Mo ore, F.J, Outlines of Organic Oher. 
4 Riehter, Tictor Von, Breslau * 
Smith, Phila, Organic Oher. 2 vol. 
3 Hoyes, Wm,A Illinois Organic Chemistry 
2 Prescott, A.B, Organic Analysis 
Seane, C.A. Modern Organic Chemistry 
fad tier, S.P, Handbook Ind. Org. Chem. 
Publisher Price 
McMillan l.gO 
Heath 1.20 
Llppino. 2 ,00 
Vilay 2.50 
Van Host.2,50 
filey 1»50 
Blakist. 6 , 0 0 
Holt 1.50 
Van Host,5,00 
3orlbnorsl«50 
Lippin. 3*00 
Laboratory Tents in Organic Chemistry, 
23 Gattormann, LPrelberg, a 
Schoebor,W,B, Lehigh 
11 Qehen, J.B. Leads 
11 Jonas, L.W, Cincinnati 
6 Orndorff,W.R, Cornell 
4 Moore, J# 
2 Hoyes, W*A, Illinois 
2 Pisoher, Em11 
2 Holleman,A,7. Groningen 
Walker, A.J« Derby 
Lasser-Oohn, Konlngsberg & 
Smith, A, 
fudborough, J*J.,Aberystwyth & 
James, T, C. 
Appleten, J,H. 
Biddle, Lab. 
Henle,P,W, Strassbn rg 
tary, 
Praot. Meth. in Org. Chsm . 
Praet, Org. Chem, 
Lab. Out, of Gen.Org.Ohom. 
Lab. Man. of Org, Chom, 
Sxp, in Org, Chem, 
Organic Chem for the Lab* 
Int, to Prep.of Org. Chem. 
I 
Lab. Man. of Org.Chem. 
Lab. Man, of Org. Chew, 
Praet, Org, Chora, 
Easy ®xp. In Org, 
Lab, Men, of Org, 
"Praotiour.* 
Chem. 
Chem. 
M0M1U. 1.60 
McMill, ,S0 
Century 1,20 
Heath ,35 
Wilay ,50 
Chemical 2.00 
Van Root.1.25 
Wiley 1.00 
McMillan 2,25 
Blackle 5 s 
Steehert. 
J J 
Texts in. Physical Chemistry. 
Author School Name Text Publisher Price 
lg Walker, las, Dundan Introduction to Phys. Chem, 
I4 Jo»*«, H.O. Johns Hopkins Element,s of Phys. Phem. 
7 Bigelow, S.L.Michegan 
5 Morgan,J.L.R.Columbia ' 
4 Senter, G. 
3 Ewall, A. W. Worcester 
2 Nernst,w, Gottingen 
Pindlay,Alex Birmingham 
Van Peventer, Chits .it*» 
Boltwood 
Dobbin, 
Walker, .Tae. Dundee 
Miller, 
Physical Chemistry 
Theor. ft Physical Chem. 
Outline of Phys. Chat?. 
Text Book of Phys.Cher. 
Theo. Chem. 
Phase Bule & itc Application 
L 
Phys. Chem. for Beginners 
ft 
Chemical Theory for Beginnerc 
Chemistry Dynamics 
McMillan 
McMillan 
Century 
Wiley 
Van Host. 
Blakiston 
McMillan 
Longmans 
Wiley 
of Electro Chem. .McMillan 
Longmans 
La Blanc, Max, Leipzig & 
Whitney,W.R. Mass. Tech. Text Book 
Arrh«nius,3yanto Stockholm ft 
Moore, Oxford Electro Chemistry 
Lupko, P., S> 
Muir, Elements of Electro Chemistry 
Lehfeldt,R.A. Transvaal, ft 
Moore, Oxford Eleatro Chemistry 
THempsom, M. de Kay,Mass. Inst. Applied Elsctro-Ohem. 
5-?5 
4.00 
3.00 
3.00 
1 . 7 5 
2.25 
5.00 
I.60 
1.50 
2.60 
3.50 
Lippincott 2.5O 
Lsngmana 
McMillan 
1.60 
2.10 
Texts Books used in Physical Chemistry Laboratory. 
15 Pindlay, Alex. BirminghamPractical Physical Chemistry Longman* 
4 
2 0st*aldfWn. Leipzig ft 
Dwell, 
w , m
Luther 
Lupke,P. 
Muir, 
R«th> W.A. 
Physioo-Ohemioal Measurements 
ft 
Elements of Electro Chem. 
Exp. in Physical Ohem. 
McMillan 2.25 
Lippincott 2.50 
Van Nost. 2.00 
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rtxmn * Anmasrs &s publishing cohpanibs* 
x 
fy « 
3 
1 
i 
I 
V 
3 
10 
II 
13 
M 
15 
16 
3 
20 
21 
Appleten, D* t CO* 
Bl»okle« Bon, Ltd* 
Blakieteg 
Century Company 
Chapes A Hall Ltd* 
W* 52 St. 
so Old 3*iley 
1012 Walnut 8t* 
33 3* i?th St* 
11 Henrietta St* 
C. 
Ohemiool Publishing Company SVvston 
Olttft A 0* * 
Hurpor t Brothere 
Keith, fl*C* , A Co* 
Hill Publishing Co* 
Holt§ Henry, & Ce* 
Hovfhtoa, tlifflin & CO, 
Li;pl&oett, J*B* 
Lengayr.a Orion A Co* 
ifcGraw, Hill Booh Co* 
23C1- 2^11 Prairie Ave. 
franklin Square 
i;if Bolyoton St* 
505 Pearl St* 
53rd St* 
X* /\c th St* 
IS* Washington Stj.ua.re 
443" 449 Pourth Ave 
.^th st» 
5th Ave* ttetflllaa Co* 
Sanborn, BenJ. H* & Co.320 Bolyoton St* 
foribnftre Sons, Ohao* 1*3-157 Ave* 
Oni\r*r*ity of Ohloago Press 
Van Kestmnl 33 Murray fi 27 Warren St. 
lilrys Son* «* St* 
Hew York 
London 
Philadelphia 
flew fork 
London 
Pa* 
Chisago 
Hew York 
Boston 
jfiew York 
Phila* 
Hot York 
Boston 
How Tor* 
Chioago 
Hew York 
Importers. 
G. E. Stechert & Co. 151 - 1&5 *®8t 25"th St. New York. 
Bequlraments for tho Dootar's Degree. 
This sub J sot may be divided into thd following heads?-
the Requirements for Admission to Candidacy, tho Course, and 
the Examination. 
Requirements for Admission to Candidacy. 
The usual requirements which must be fulfilled before 
being admitted as a Candidate for tha Doctors Degree are 
the possession of the Baohelors Degree from some school of 
good standing, and credit in certain Undergraduate Courses 
which include the elementary work in General, Analytlsal , 
and Organic Chemistry, if the work is to bo in Chemistry. 
At Cornell these subjects are j- introductory inorganic 
chemistry, elementary qualitative and quantitative analysis, 
advanced quantitative analysis, spectroscopic okociioal analysis 
gas analysis, elementary organic analysis, n.iorechemioal methods, 
and elementary physical chemistry, 
A knowledge of French and German are usually required. In 
post oases however both these requirements may be met at the 
end of the first year of graduate work. 
At Indiana, the student must satisfy the Professor in 
charge of the work of his ability to use French and German for the 
purposes of investigation, at least two years before the 
granting of the Degree. 
At Syracuse, he must have a knowledga of two Modern Languages 
besides English. 
The Course. 
Besides the elementary work required before being admitted 
to oandidaoy, other advanced courses are usually specified. 
At Harvard they are, Carbon Compounds, Physical Chemistry, 
Elementary Theoretieal Chemiatry, Advanoed Quantitative Analysis, 
and Gas Analysis. 
At Cornell, the coursea mentioned above as requisites 
for admission to candidacy, and other advanced courses may 
be taken in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
advanoed degree. 
At Ohio ago, the course is arranged with a portion of the 
work speoified, which all candidates rauat take, and other lists 
of courses for those working in each field of Chemistry, so that 
the student gains a wide knowledge of Advanced Qualitative Analysis, 
Special Methods in Quantitative Analysis, Organio Chemistry, Organic 
and Inorganic Preparations, and Physioo- Chemical Measurements, 
as well as in lecture course in Theoretical Chemistry, The 
History and Teaching of Chemistry are elective. 
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The work ie usually arranged in tho form of a Major and 
two Minors, ona of whioh must be closely connected with tha 
subject of the Major , altho in another division of the aetre 
subject. The second Minor should usually be in some 
other subject. 
The work where the Major is in some other subject with a Minor 
in Chemistry ia much less exacting, and the requirements are 
lower. 
The point ia usually etphasiaed that the time requirements 
are wholly aeoondary, and that the cleg, ea ia not confered in 
oonsequenoo of the fulfillment of any time requirement, but 
that its granting depends almost entirely upon the character 
and results of the investigation and tho value af the thesis. 
The chief part of the work lies, therefore, in some form of 
research work, for whioh the above named courses are only 
preparatory and the thesis upon this work constitutes the chief 
grounds for tha granting of the degree. This thesis 
rust be an aotu*l contribution to tha sun of human knowledge, 
and must show a high quality of work and a mastery of the 
method of resoaroh. 
At Chicago this work requires froia four to six quarters. 
For the completion of the work, uauallj three years are 
required, altho in exceptional ouuea it may be completed in 
two. The last year mi at. be in residence at the University 
where the degree is granted, while the others nay usually be 
spent at other institutions. 
At Iowa, two of the three years must be in residence. 
At Geo. Wuahington the Major is studied thru tho whole 
three years and the Minora one year each. 
At Harvard and Princeton the Attendance upon twenty 
weekly leotures on the Trend of Philosophical and Scientific 
Thought, ind reports upon assigned readings ure required. 
Prom one hundred to one hundred and fiftj copies of tha 
theaic are required to be deposited with the Librarian of the 
Institution within one year and bond is usually given that 
this will bo done. 
The Examination» 
After the theais has been accepted the candidate must appear 
at some appointed time for examination. This is usually attended 
by the members of the Graduate School Faculty, and is given by 
the members of the faculty under whom the work »aa done, or a 
committee representing them, This final examination must show 
a general knowle»e of the subject ant a detailed knowlege of 
the branch in whioh the work is done- It is usually oral, 
but muy be preceded by a written examination if the examiners 
so desire. 
At Kansas this examination ia held before the Faculty of the 
Graduate School wh-jre the pupil ray be required to defend his 
thesis. 
At Syracuse, the examination is written on the part of the 
work not covered by the thesis, and oral on both theais, and 
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or and (fix* or Subject*. 
At Harvard, tho examination is £l?®n orally in the pr#e«M« 
of the Faculty -and omn*t bo divided* oral examination 
be j>reoeded by * written 3 if tho oonr.ittue so wish* 
At Princeton also the oxtassin̂ tlon cannot be divided and it-my 
be proceeded b? a written examination* 
At Harvard 9 where th© work is in Phyeioal Chemistry the 
examination will include Higher Kathematios, 
Requirement* for the llastera Degree* 
The requirement* aro sot ewbat similar to tho as of the 
Doetors Degree* Ouo years residence ie required, and a 
*ajori t$ of the wori i?uat ta atriotlj Graduate in character* 
The work her© alao ia divided into a Major and two Minors, 
but eoxxslderafcle more latitude is allowed in the ohoioe of 
VJnora« wrltten examinations are ueually required* together 
with a Thesis on a on a subject of research* A few schools 
require a rftudinu knowle^js of French and Oeman• Many of 
th t m alao allow "In Absentia* work, espeoially for student* 
whose Baohellor# $ Degree was taken at the Institution* 
